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Trinity Jumps 60 Spots in Forbes' List
ANNE GIMBEL '11
NEWS EDITOR

Trinity College jumped 60
places to number 96 in the
2010 Forbes Magazine college
rankings. Trinity was last of all
the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) schools; Williams
was ranked first, Amherst
third,
Wesleyan
15th,
Middlebury 26th, Colby 31st,
Tufts 34th, Bowdoin 40th,
Bates 54th, and Hamilton 74th,
with
Connecticut
College
rounding out the list of

NESCACs at 83rd.
Dean of Students Frederick
Alford was ·pleased that Trinity
had risen in the rankings but
remained skeptical and unim pressed with the process, commenting, "You can't avoid these
things, but· a number of colleges
find this divisive and counterproductive. I think if you look
closely you'd find the highest
correlation between endowment and a school's ranking,
because so many of these
things are really a function of
economic power."
Trinity has long been wary

of the ranking systems, believing that they do not provide an
accurate picture of a college's
merits. In 2007, President
James F. Jones, Jr., joining college presidents from around
the country, promised not to
provide information to US
News and World Report, another well-known college ranking
service, and urged others to do
the same.
Forbes attempted to counter
skepticism over the reliability
of college rankings, by creating

see TRINITY on page 5

A Cappella Groups Draw New Talent
KAI PAINE '11
ARTS EDITOR

Forget Quest, convocation,
and the Welcome Back Dance.
The new school year did not
officially start until last
Saturday night's Welcome Back
a cappella concert, the primary
purpose of which is to advertise
the talents of each group in
order to attract new talent. The
concert, with performances by
The Trinitones, The Pipes, The
Quirks, The Dischords, and
The Accidentals brought song
back to the school and consequently back to our hearts.
The first group to perform
was the all-female Trinitones,
led by Holly Yarmosh '11. The

debonairly
dressed
ladies
opened up the show with
"Peppermint Twist," adding hip
swings and sass to the group's
classic tune. They concluded
their stage time with an enthusiastic performance of Destiny's
Child's seminal single, "Say My
Name," the likes of which
haven't been seen since the
demise of the 1960s performance group Up With People.
Trinity's oldest a cappella
group, The Pipes, stuck to their
old familiar favorites such as
their rendition of Gloriana's
"Wild at Heart", that didn't fail
to whip the crowd into a frenzy,
especially during Seth Hull's
'11 soulful solo. This was oneupped only by their next piece,

Mika's "Happy Ending." The
beautiful
harmony
was
arranged by one of the group's
co-directors, Keil Coit '11,
whose talented arrrangement
was matched with his pitch
perfection that he showcased in
his featured solo.
Verity Sayles '11 led The
Quirks, Trinity's other allfemale group, in songs that
were classic and modern, and
always loved by the audience.
They began with the all-time
favorite, Jackson 5's "Want You
Back." Their spunk and musical harmony created an ambience that reminded everyone
why they attend a cappella con-

see A CAPPELLA on page 12
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When Zach asked if I would
try my hand at this column, he
suggested that I think about
how an education in the liberal
arts prepares our present and
future students for the challenges they will face. Now, that
is at root THE question one
should ideally never cease asking. In contextual terms, think
of what an education was for,
the
young' Thomas
say,
Jefferson entering William and
Mary at the age of sixteen.
Education was for the well off,
was for males, and was certainly for Whites only. One was
expected to know both Latin
and Greek thoroughly (and
speaking correct Latin was
expected of any educated man),
the history of science, geogra see THE on page 4

Class of 2014 Boasts
Unprecedented Diversity
KARISA CERNERA '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Watch out Trinity College:
t h e Class of 2014 has arrived.
Capping off at 591 students,
the class is one of the largest to
grace the Hartford campus
with its presence . Besides its
size, its diversity is something
that sets this class apart from
its predecessors.
While there is a lingering
stereotype that Trinity is a
homogeneous environment, the
class of 2014 challenges this
notion . Although a large percentage of the First-year class

is from New England, many
students have diverse backgrounds. Eight percent of the
class (46 students) are international students, the highest
proportion ever at Trinity
College. Internsitional students
hail from 26 countries ranging
from Romania to Zimbabwe.
The diversity however, ·is not
limited to nationality. There
are 81 students who identify
themselves as artists and 156
students wh<_>. identify them selves as athletes. The class
also contains a bagpipe player,

see COLLEGE on page 5
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Members of the class of 2014 wait to walk through the arch towards convocation.
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Tripod Editorial
Fall 2010: New Attitude, New Tripod
There's been a lot written in
the past few years about the
attitude Trinity and the Tripod
have towards each other.
Whether it was an article in this
paper, a comment on our Web
site, or an anonymous post on
TrinTalk, many have sought to
clarify how it became that a college and its newspaper developed such a contentious relationship.
I cannot answer the "how"
and "why" of this problem in
their entirety, but I would like to
take a moment and acknowledge
our failings. Many editors,
myself included, have defended
the Tripod and its staff on the
basis that we are a student
organization, we are self-run,
and we receive relatively little
training and support in the pursuit of "journalism" (or rather,
journalistic endeavors). That is
all true. It is also true that there
are not many of us in the Tripod
office every week, and to a cer·
tain extent, we do the best we
can.
However, I'm not sure a
staffer has ever said on these
pages that we have also made
many, many mistakes. We have.
In addition to our fair share of
typos and weak ledes, which
come with a territory, this paper
has also perpetuated an attitude
that does this school a disserv-

activities and opinions of students, our job is also to represent
Trinity's student body in a way
that compromises neither our
integrity as a newspaper nor
yours as members of this community.
We have attempted, but
repeatedly failed to do this. It is
unfair to ask for the respect of
this campus when we have not
shown the same courtesy.
Instead, I ask that you help us
as this semester unfolds to
become a publication of which
this
school
can
become
proud... or, at the very least, has
a fighting chance of not being
banned from the Admissions
Office.
I cannot speak for former editors, but I can speak on behalf of
myself as a longtime Tripod contributor when I say that I'm
sorry we have let it come to this
point. It is true that the pen is
mightier than the sword, but all
that bestows upon us is responsibility and not power. There
have been times over the past
few years where that notion has
been absolutely abused, and for
that the Tripod apologizes.
None of this is meant to discount the fact that we have had
some excellent writers and editors, many of who have gone on
to pursue journalism and writing post-graduation with great

the quality of this publication,
but to repair our relationship
with you. It's not going to happen overnight. It's entirely possible that as you read the next
pages you'll think nothing looks
clifferent- I hope that is not the
case, but if it is, please know
that at the very least, our attitude has.
Not only are there five
brand-new editors on our masthead this semester, but every
section boasts a new column or
feature we are trying out.
Recognizing that in order to publish great writing, it must be
mentored, contributing writers
are required to go over their submitted articles with editors in
the hopes of honing our staff's
reporting skills. All students are
encouraged and welcome to
come down to our offices on
Mondays (located in the basement of Jackson) to get involved,
or just see what goes into publishing this paper.
My goal for this semester is
to crack down on mistakes, to
feature as many students, professors, and administrators as
possible, and to attempt to cover
as many facets of life on the
Trinity College campus as possible. I am optimistic that we can
achieve this, but, in the meantime, I hope that a new dialogue
can at least begin to build in

ice. Somewhere along the line

success. Nor am I attempting to

regards to the Tripod.

defensiveness of our product
evolved into arrogance and eventually took the form of reckless ness.
At the end of the day, the
relationship between this college
and this paper is at least 50 percent our fault, and I would hazard to guess slightly more so. In
addition to printing clean, unbiased articles summarizing the

say that this paper hasn't published some very solid articles or
been the end-result of hours of
hard work. What I am saying, in
short, is that the status quo is no
longer acceptable to me.
On behalf of the current staff
I am saying to all of you that we
recognize where we have gone
wrong and we will be working
each week to not only improve

If you have ideas, pitch them
to us. If you have suggestions for
improvement, let us know.
Comment online. Write a Letter
to the Editor. E-mail us. Stop us
on the Long Walk. I can't promise an overnight turnaround, but
I can promise you that we are
listening.
-RSB

Senior-frightis: Perils of the Last Year

Representatives from every section of the Tripod will
be available to discuss article ideas, event info, and
news tips with you. Faculty and staff welcome.

~LEASE RECYCLE
YOUR COPY OF
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I don't know how or why it
has happened, but the class of
2011 is currently the senior class.
While we have looked forward to
this appealing class position during our past three years at
Trinity, being a senior in college
has thus far proven to be just as
daunting as being a senior in
high school. Last year, as juniors,
we couldn't wait for the lighter
workload and the chance to
spend more time with our
friends, yet somehow all we do
when spending time with said
friends is grumble about the horrible job market and making necessary appointments with
Career Services. Apparently we
are now all 30-years-old.
Oh ... and writing a thesis?
That sounded fun when I
declared my English literature
major as a sophomore. Now, it's
not quite as amusing. English
theses tend to run about 80
pages and up; that's a great deal
of words. Sure, having a thesis to
present to grad schools and
future employers is a huge draw
rtp o

for engaging in this form of torture. However, if my thesis fails
to meet the exceedingly high
expectations, do I really want
these ideas to be the only written
form by which I'm judged?
Another let down of senior
year is the apparent mass of
strangers that surround me on a
daily basis. Perhaps this is due
to my being abroad in the fall of
last year or the growing number
of new students accepted to
Tri_nity each year. Also, upperlevel classes prevent seniors
from meeting underclassmen in
class, and with now firmly established friend groups, seniors are
less likely to branch out and
meet their classmates. All the
more reason to become a Firstyear mentor it seems!
Though I have come to accept
the perpetual anxiety that I will
have to embrace until May, being
a senior certainly does have its
highlights. I have recently realized through serving as a Firstyear mentor that I have sub-consciously learned things apout

1toria s r e present t e views o

t

e e x e c uti v e
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this school. Shocking, I know!
When my mentees ask me questions about Raether Library protocol, I actually knew the
answer. On First-year move-in
day, when families asked me for
directions to the Smith House, I
was even able to point them in
the right direction. Though these
seem like small victories, the
past two weeks have elucidated
that I truly possess knowledge
about this college's intricacies.
While I gripe on the disappointments of senior year, I recognize that I am just using these
complaints to mask my dispair
regarding my final year at
Trinity. The friends and faculty I
have met and grown to love and
respect during the past three
years make every moment of
temporary frustration worthwhile. Although many of you
underclassmen are probably
dreaming of the day when you
will be an all-powerful senior, I
hope you embrace every moment
of your ascent!

-AMA
o

t
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c ompri sed of the Editor-in-Chief and the. Man aging Editor.
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Ian's Hydration Ro~tine Interrupted
IAN BROOKS '11
CO TIUBU'TING WRJTER

Two years ago, as a sophomore living in the basement of
Hansen, I took pleasure in my
hydration routine. About four
times each day for a year I
would grab my one-liter
Nalgene, walk down the hallway to the water fountain, fill
it up, and then continue on
with my life. The routine was
not particularly exciting, of
course, but I enjoyed its simplicity, its convenience, its sustainability. Now I will not pretend that I have not committed
sins against the environment
in the past (more than once
have a I chartered a small
plane to take me to 13,000 feet
just to get a few seconds free
fall, for instance) but there
was something refreshing
about drinking plenty of water
every day and doing it without
going through plastic bottle
after plastic bottle. Trinity
College made it easy for
Hansenites to be green that
year in that there was a water
fountain on each floor. But this
did not last.
Last week, after a stellar
junior year abroad, I moved
back into Hansen, and not the
basement this time, praise
Allah! I marveled at my room,
which offered a pleasant view
of the soccer field, easy access
to the Bistro, and insulation
from the drunken late-night
roar. But my enthusiasm for
my living situation was curbed

when I saw that the water
fountain on my floor had been
removed. Miffed, I checked the
other floors and saw that all of
the spots that used to have
water fountains were now
boarded up. In some of these
spots, Trinity had installed
vending machines selling
Aquafina bottles for $1.35.
Now before I start ranting
I can already imagine some of
you saying, "Ian, no one is
making you buy bottled water.
Just go fill up your Nalgene in
the bathroom sink, which provides the same water the fountains did, and quit whining."
Well, that is exactly what I
have been doing so far, minus
the whole not whining part. So
here goes:
1) In making it that much
more difficult for students to
access tap water and that
much easier for students to
access bottled water, Trinity
College has made a change
that will lead to Hansen residents consuming more bottles
of water this year. Even if all
of these extra bottles are recycled, the energy used initially
in the delivery of these bottles
and then later in the process of
turning old plastic bottles into
new, consumer-ready products
will be significant. Why make
it easier for students to drink
bottled water when the school
should be encouraging students to be more environmentally friendly by drinking from
Hartford's safe and healthy
public water supply system?

2) Even if nobody buys
water from the vending
machines, the machines will
remain plugged into the wall
this year, using energy to keep
their contents cold at all times.
This energy use has two costs:
an environmental one, of
course, and a financial one
that, however slight, will be
inevitably passed backed to
students, families, or donors.
Why pay for more electricity?
3) Filling up Nalgenes in
the sink is annoying. The
sinks are small. They are
places where people spit,
shave, and wash their hands
after defecating. Every time I
delicately try to fit my bottle
under the faucet I feel like I
am playing a game that tests
my dexterity, except if I lose I
get shit particles on my
Nalgene. Sweet.
So why did the school get
rid of the water fountains? To
be honest, I haven't done too
much research, but I did ask
one of the custodians - who, by
the way, deserve much more of
our respect in the form of
fewer disgusting messes left in
the dorms (see future Op-Ed
piece) - and she hinted that it
had something to do with students breaking them. If this is
true, shame on us. Whatever
the case, let us show the college that we are mature
enough to care for and would
appreciate more water fountains (and fewer vending
machines) in Hansen and elsewhere on campus.

In Defence of NYC Cultural Center
JULIA MCINNIS '11
OPINIONS EDITOR

The debate over the
"Ground Zero Mosque" has
heightened tensions around
the world, and the arguments
are surrounded by a number
of misunderstandings used by
the project's opponents to
manipulate
the
already
stressed-out American people
(e.g. unemployment, healthcare). Despite popular belief, a
"mosque" is not being built at
Ground Zero--the structure in
question is knwon as Park51,
a religious community center,
to be located two blocks away
from the former World Trade
Center.
The community center has
a name , the Cordoba House,
which is borrowed from the
Medieval Spanish town of
Cordoba where Muslims, Jews
and Christians peacefully
coexisted until the Spanish
Reconquista . The Cordoba
House will have an Islamic
prayer
room,
multi-faith
prayer rooms , a swimming
pool, classrooms, a children's
center, and a memorial for the
9/11 victims-it is not unlike
other religious centers around

lower Manhattan (e.g. 92nd
Street Yin Tribecca).
Over the past nine years,
the September 11th anniversaries have become increasingly nonchalant. Before I
came to Trinity, three years
ago, they were observed with
the ringing of the chapel bell
and a ceremonial moment of
silence; now they are marked
with an automatic e-mail from
NPR. This increasing casualness is not, in my mind, a sign
of disrespect or disregard-it
is simply a way of appropriately letting go, laying the
event to rest, and moving on.
Unfortunately, the most
recent 9/11 anniversary was
disparagingly revived by a
vocal group of Americans who
are unable to move forward
and want to stagnate the rest
of the country by halting construction of Park51. I am a
New York City native and my
family was directly affected by
the 9/11 attacks-one of my
parents worked in the South
Tower.
I support construction of
the Islamic community center;
not only on Constitutional
grounds but because its construction will demonstrate ,

and hopefully foster, a degree
of tolerance, strength and
rationale that America prides
itself on having, yet recently
has failed to exercise.
The majority of Park51's
opponents-at least in New
York-believe that its proximity to Ground Zero is insensitive, some even argue disrespectful. While it is important
to consider the thoughts and
feelings of the 9/11 victims
and families of the dead, it
also needs to be remembered
that the 2,606 innocent people
who lost their lives there were
Christians, Jews, Muslims
and atheists.
As
mentioned earlier,
Park51 is not being built on
Ground Zero-Ground Zero
constitues the immediate perimter where the Twin Towers
and Seven World Trade Center
collapsed. Some of Park5l's
opponents contend that the
space it occupies qualifies as
part of the World Trade
Center memorial site because
United Airlines Flight 175's
landing gear landed on the
prior structure's roof. I would

see PARK51 page 4

Regulation and the
Reckless Generation
sight of both the appropriate
role of Federal Government
and legitimate expectations of
As in all eras of excess, private enterprise .
things worked until they
Ironically, the corporations
failed.
that pine, whine (and lobby)
We are all for free mar- for laissez faire policies are
kets. But markets, especially on our Federal doorstep as
complex ones, are not effi- soon as crisis inevitably hits.
cient when they are free of And ironically, the Federal
rules. They are chaotic and Government has experienced
crisis prone. Tragically, we significant expansion during
left oil companies and banks the deregulatory period, leavwith a "heads industry wins, ing us with the worst of all
tails society loses" proposi- worlds: government that is
tion: drill baby drill, leverage both big and ineffective.
those balance sheets, and let And both of our political parus know if you run into trou- ties, with their vulnerability
ble. Boy did they.
to corporate lobbies, conFree markets are great for spired to make this era of
pricing pork bellies and barrels deregulation so ironic and
of oil; they proved unhelpful for dysfunctional. We must now
allocating risks and responsi- restore a meaningful regulabilities in off
tory framework that
shore drilling
meets the needs of busiprocedures
"We lost
ness, a notion of a comand complex
monwealth, and the
appropriate
financial
public good.
oversight
opportunities
Our current model of
and accountfor
banks
deregulation was born
using cheap
ability, and
from the idea that marFederal funds.
kets always self-reguwe're left
Worse, in the
late, a philosophy that
fighting a
case of offwas used to ignore probwar
in the
shore drilling,
lems like deep wells and
the
governGulf without
derivatives and to invite
ment was a
political contributions
any true
principal
from corporations. Our
blueprint."
through
its
more recent Age of
Crises has certainly
participation
in revenues from offshore indicated that putting our
wells, but not a regulator. full faith (and our credit marToday, even post the leaky cap kets) in the hands of ideoinstalled on the Gulf well head logues who claim, however
months after the well exploded, disingenuously, that all marthere is still no end in sight to kets always self-regulate, is
the most catastrophic environ- nai:ve and irresponsible. The
mental disaster that this coun- champions of these false idetry has ever seen.
ologies were not preaching
·If the 1930s was America's free market theory; they were
golden age of regulation in preaching for a cheap trick
response to the crises of the masquerading as theory free1920s, the last 25 years was dom from government until
the opposite - it was the peri- they needed government
od in which we became so con- bailout.
vinced that government is
Ryan McConaghy, the
mostly just in the way that we Deputy Economic Director of
the centrist think tank Third
o~ten declined to govern at
all. We lost appropriate over- Way, says, "For years, over
sight and accountability, and the last decade in particular,
we're left fighting a war in a culture that discounted regthe Gulf without any true ulation in favor of faith in
blueprint.
market discipline took hold in
According to Mark Warner, Washington, allowing the
Virginia's business savvy financial system and energy
Governor turned Senator, industry to run wild while
"The collective rush to dereg- government regulators were
ulate in recent decades has asleep at the switch. The
resulted in ineffective over- lines of the debate were
sight that played a key role in drawn between one camp
the string of recent disasters. arguing that government got
At their best, these regulato- in the way of growth and
ry agencies were created to another arguing that it was
protect Americans from reck- the role of government to
less behavior. At their worst, tame growth."
Now, in our Gulf, we are
they've lulled us into a false
sense of security. It is not too trying to solve one of the
much to ask for a basic level biggest problems of our genof competence and diligence eration, and we don't have
from regulators within our
government." Amid an era of
deregulation, we have lost
see THE page 5
ZACH SONENSHINE '11
OPINIONS EDITOR

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and oo not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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·commuter Woes For Park51: A Chance to Push Forward
New York City Intern
continued from page 1

SARAH QUIRK '11
COPY EDITOR

This summer I made the lifealtering decision to live at home
rather than in New York City,
despite the fact that my oh-sofabulous unpaid internship was
located in Union Square. My
parents advised I take the boat
instead of the train to decrease
the chances I would try to commit suicide during my commute,
and after my first 45-minute
boat ride up the East River I
thought that this couldn't be so
bad, and I could even get used to
it.
Wrong. I was commuting for
two and a half months, five days
a week, during peak commuting
time. While my commute was
much cushier than those of some
of my friends at home who had
to take the train (um, there's no
bar), it still was no relaxing task,
especially when you have the
impressive anxiety levels I do.
To even begin to explain to
you why unemployment and living off of my parents for the rest
of my life became so appealing, I
will first describe the atmosphere of the boat. Because it's on
the pricier side, it's mainly filled
with pompous workaholics
dressed in suits who can be seen
with at least two newspapers, an
- iPad and a Blackberry on them
at all times. Sounds like a pretty
civilized place to be. Or so I
thought. The moment we're 15
minutes away from our first
stop, Wall Street, where I got off,
people start lining up at the door
so they can be the first ones off
the boat.
As a first timer who's just
taking the boat in for a relaxing
day in the city you would think
we were on the goddamn Titanic
and that everyone was lining up
to hop on a life raft. One day I
actually got elbowed in the face
by some rude ginger man. And
did he apologize? Nope. So much
for looking out for our own kind.
Within my first week I
learned that seating choice is
crucial, because the closer you
are to an exit, the longer you can
wait to join the Fight Club-esque
line. I felt like I was playing an
intense game of Risk every time
I got on the boat in the morning.
I wanted to be close to the door
without being directly under an
air conditioning vent (you would
think we were delivering a boat
load of meat with the temperatures on the thing) and without
being trapped in a middle seat
where you have to crawl around
someone to get out.
I once had a very bad experience with a slightly larger fellow
sitting in the middle seat next to
me, which I will not get into for
the sake of being "PC". Oh, and
in order to have the benefit of
choqsing your seat, you had to
arrive at the dock at an ungodly
hour to be one of the first aboard,
whi~h only made me crankier.
So then I would get off at Pier

11 and power walk up Wall
Street to take the 4 or 5 train to
Union Square. Sounds easy
enough. False. To start, power
walking is not easy when your
legs are as short as mine.
Seriously, all of my pants are
capris. And then there's the fact
that the· entirety of Asia has
made a Mecca of Wall Street. I
hate to stereotype (debatable),
but as soon as you get within 50
yards of the actual Stock
Exchange you would think
you're at Rockefeller Center on
Christmas Eve, except with less
English being spoken. A lot less.
And as if the mass-like presence of tourists isn't enough to
slow me down, they're taking
pictures of themselves in front of
everything they see. A cop car, a
subway stop, a homeless person;
doesn't matter to them, so long
as the backdrop is Wall Street.
Thank God they can't speak
English or I would definitely
have received some kind of
harassment suit by now. I now
have zero control over what
comes out of my mouth. And this
isn't just in regards to the stereotypical tourists. This applies to
family members, old people, children, dogs and pigeons. You
name it, if it's walking slowly in
front of me, chances are I will
yell at it, shove by it, and if I'm
late for my boat home, drop the
F -bomb while storming off in
front of it.
And then there are hand
holders. They fell in love in New
York City just like Carrie did (!)
and want to spend the rest of
their lives together here. That's
great for them and all, but what
the hell are you doing on a nar
row New York City sidewalk? I
feel like I'm playing Red Rover
each morning. Sure I might be
bitter! but I also have somewhere to go.
The above 800 words: that
was just the boat and some
walking. Then I have to get on
the glorious 4 and 5 trains,
which, (fun fact!) happen to have
the narrowest cars of all the subway lines, making the feeling of
claustrophobia when in a crowd
all the more ... well, sweaty. Now
I knew I wouldn't enjoy the subway, considering I went through
three mini bottles of Purell in
two months, but who thought
bringing children onto a crowded
subway was a good idea?
I used to be a kid person;
really I was. Now, not so much.
Watching the little devil children
run around the pole we are all
desperately trying to hang onto
around turns while playing tag
and stomping on my feet is more
or less free birth control for anyone in the area.
And then I go to work. I let
all that anger simmer nicely
under my fiery red hair for the
next eight hours, before I do it
again, but backwards, and calm
myself by planning my day
around what and when I'll eat
next.

like to point out that the contents of my mother's office fell
over the entirety of lower
Manhattan; this does not designate that area as sacred
ground. Furthermore, Park5 l
will be one of the few respectful structures in the Ground
Zero area, given that it neighbors several porn stores-one
sporting an American flag
over signs for "peep shows"
and "power pumps"- and a
strip club (Pussycat Lounge).
The Daily News trolled a
three block radius around
Ground Zero and found "17
pizza shops, 18 bank branches, 11 bars, 10 shoe stores and
17 separate salons where a
girl can get her lady parts
groomed". If this is sacred
ground, what's with the dildos
and booze? To those who want
Park51 to relocate: how far
away is far enough? Bycause,
we can play Goldilocks for
years to come but at the end of
the day an Islamic center anywhere in this country is going
to be cause for uproar.
The same people who make
the sacred ground argument
point out that there is not a
Japanese cultural center on
Pearl Harbor, and that in the
'80s Pope John Paul II
requested that a group of
nuns remove their covenant
from near the Auschwitz concentration camp . It is impossible for anyone to sufficiently

understand
anything
as terrorist attack, as its pressenseless as 9/11
ence in Lower
and the Holocaust if
Manhattan will
"Incendiaries
they do not underbe a milestone in
like Terry
stand the history
the relationship
behind these atrocibetween
America
Jones are
ties, and the people
and
Islam.
using Padol
who
committed
Incendiarie s
to self-prothem. Education is
like Terry Jones
mote bigoted
the
first
step
are using Park51
towards preventing
to self-promote
ideologies
future
tragedies ,
bigoted ideolounder the
and reconciling the
gie s unde r the
pretense of
past.
pretense
of
patriotism
On top of this, it
patriotism and
does not make any
righteousness.
and rightsense to segregate
Their
patriotism
eousness. "
the fastest -growing
is one guided by
religions in the country from fear and ignorance, and
one of the most culturally threatens to plunge the U .S
diverse cities in the world. into the sort of intolerance
Ideally, Park51 will educate exhibited by countries like
Americans so that those con- Saudi Arabia. Pastor Jones'
vinced of its potential as a ter- media stunt was nothing
rorist hangout will recognize more than that.
He was
the danger of their stupidity. backed by a congragation of a
After all, Park5 l is as much a mere fifty and piggy-backed
threat to the U.S. as any onto a wave of anti-muslim
other religious institution, sentiment, exagerated by
and perhaps. less so given that those in the media.
Florida pastor Terry Jones
I feel very strongly that
tried burning Qur'ans behind discontinuing Park5l's conhis church to honor the most struction will _ only hinder
recent 9/11 anniversary-he Americans from moving forand his church were con- ward with their lives and
demned by President Obama, making our country a safer,
General Petraeus, and Glenn smarter place. Unfortunately,
Beck (which is truly saying it is a sad moment in
something) as a threat to American society when the
American safety at home and President of the United States
abroad. If anything, allowing bas to defend the right for a
Park51 to commence will religious group to practice
decrease the likelihood of a where they choose.

The Eternal Value of Liberal Arts
continued from page 1
-phy, elocution, rhetoric, mathematics through trigonometry
with a strong emphasis on
Euclidean geometry, and the
history of Western civilization.
Two hundred years later in the
U.S., a college education had
broadened to include modern
languages more often than the
traditional Latin and Greek,
science based more on labora tory experiments than a mere
glazing of the history of science, social sciences, the fine
arts, history that was still
largely Western centered, and
mathematics through at least
elementary calculus.
Today, even more so, the
ever-expanding intellectual
universe will constantly dictate
curricular and pedagogical
innovation. I often refer to
Tom Friedman, whose work I
admire greatly. Especially his
The Lexus and the Olive Tree
and theri later The World Is
Flat underscore time and again
precisely why a vibrant liberal
arts education, ever constant
but ever changing simultaneously, simply must open vistas
if our present and future students are to be prepared for a
world hanging at warp speed.
Here is a rude juxtaposition
from my own past. When I was
'a boy growing up in a very rig-

orous military school, each stu- ed our responsibility.
dent in the upper form had to
Above all else, we must
read all the way through Virgil, teach our students how to
Cicero's
orations
against think in new and different
Catiline,
and
Ovid's ways, how to learn, and how to
Metamorphoses.
communicate both orally and
For our modern, we had to in writing.
choose between French and
Change on every level will
German (nothing in this regard be the lingua franca of your
had much changed in over one lives. Here is another rude juxhundred years), Spanish being taposition from my own life
unallowed as a choice for one's that I hope will drive home my
modern.
point. I have changed jobs, and
We were theoretically being cities, four times after I
trained for a world that was received my doctorate in 1975.
changing at warp speed even
Our oldest child, a daughthen, yet the requirements had ter, is now 35 and a parent herremained
basically
self.
She has
constant for over one
changed jobs, and
hundred years.
"We were theo- cities, seven times
Today, at the prep retically
being since graduating
school that originated
from college 13
from the military acad- trained for
a years ago and has
emy long ago, as is the world that was opportunities to
case all over the U.S. changing at warp move to other jobs
at this time, Spanish is
and other cities
burgeoning on every speed even then, several times a
level: from first year yet the require- year.
through AP. Friedman
Where better
men ts
had
and I spoke about this
to learn how to
rude juxtaposition long remained basical- adapt to everago. His columns in ly constant for changing vistas
the New York Times
and a world that
and his books and over one hun- evolves at warp
other articles all point dred years."
speed than h er e at
to one unalterable fact:
Trinity?
if education fails to
I
h ope
my
prepare our students for vastly young grandson will be smart
changing vistas on every con- enough to get in when his time
ceivable front 1 we have abdicat- comes.
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Move In: An Exhausting Welcome The Absence of Law in
Age of Budding Crisis
CATHY LEE '14

CONTIUBUTI G WIUTER

After attending the
same school for the last 12
years and living in the
same house for the last 18
years, the idea of college is
foreign to me in the sense
that I have never lived
alone, nor have I had to
make new friends for 12
years. So, in my naive
freshman mind, I had a
glittering image of move-in
ay and its following weekend. I thought that move-in
day would be an emotional
and exhausting day, where
in the end, I would be comfortably settled. But alas, I
was wrong.
Given the heat of last
Thursday, Sept. 2, moving
in was bound to be tiring
and cause crankiness. I
was, however, unprepared
for how exhausted I would
be . Not only was I sweaty
and emotional from saying
farewell to my family, but I
was also still moving in. I
had boxes of clothes, books
and bedding to unpack and
I had dorm furnisp.ings to
set -up. Why did I not get all
of this finished before
llp .m., you ask. Well, the
reason is simple. Move-in
day was not just move-in
day. It was move-in-listen·
to·convocation·say· good·

bye-play· games- and -meet·ori ·
After
that
grueling
entation·group-day. In other Thursday, things settled down
words , it was the beginning of during the weekend and I was
a tiring orientation weekend.
able to finish unpacking durThis feeling of being over- ing the time when required
whelmed might solely be my activities were not being held.
own, but I think moving in I really liked the idea of
should have actually been a Orientation Weekend, a time
whole day. I felt that I simply when we didn't have to do
did not have enough time to something. It gave me time to
run last-minute errands, say relax, get to know the campus
goodbye to my
better, and when I did
family,
and
attend a non-required
most
impor- "Move-in day was activity, I got to meet
tantly,
catch not just move-in people who had the
my breath. It day. It was move- same interests as me . I
was just one in-lis ten-to-convo- met many of my
thing
after cation-say-goodbye- friends through those
another. Being p l ay-ga mes-meet- non-required activia first year, my orientation-group- ties, such as The
In other Fred's Coffee Haus,
high
school day.
words,
it
was the Yoga,
friends who are
and
the
beginning
of a tir- Activities Fair.
also freshmen
at
college ing
orientation
Overall, moving to
unanimously weekend."
Trinity has been an
agreed that a
adventure. Some parts
whole day was necessary. have been exhausting and othThey said that they were able ers have been exciting. I have
to unpack at a more leisurely met many people whose
pace, got to walk around the names I don't remember; have
campus with their families gone out of my comfort zone,
one last time before the spring and have been rewarded with
or Family Weekend, and most people whom I consider
importantly, all of them felt a friends. If Trinity does not
sense of closure at the end of decide to change move-in day
the day. They were able to pen to a full day, then my advice
the last few sentences of their for next year's freshmen is to
high school careers before come as early in the day as
turning the page to title the possible, make sure you have
next chapter, something I did everything, have a plan, and
not feel ready for until brace yourself for an exhaustTuesday, when classes began.
ing welcome.

continued from page 3
standards and expectations
for the role of government
and private enterprise. The
failure to act responsibly has
caused insurmountable frustration, marked by confusion
and a lack of control on the
part of British Petroleum,
and -the Federal Government.
A generation of deregulation
has cultivated a breeding
ground for this power vacu um .
Absent meaningful regulation, the responsibilities and
jurisdictions of the Federal
Government are often opaque
or undefined. In his most
recent
book,
Political
Scientist Ian Bremmer asks
who wins the war between
states and corporations.
It is an apt question for
our time. Bremmer says that
the current climate is built in
favor of states (he cites
China's
showdown
with
Google as an example) but
that the tides are turning in
favor of Corporations. He
may be right if 2,000 pages of
health care reform has been
unduly diluted by pharma·
ceutical and insurance lobbyists or 2,000 pages of financial reform unduly diluted by
Wall Street lobbyists . Now
those
major
legislative

achievements and the off
shore energy reform that will
follow will work through the
lobby-leaden rule making
machinery of our govern ment.
Bremmer's dichotomy of
State versus Corporation was
mostly about multinational
corporations but in the world
largest economy - ours - his
dichotomy is stated in an era
of emergency re-regulation
following an era of unprecedented
de-regulation.
Bremer posits a war between
the state and the corporation.
And that's the point, for in the
absence of a properly regulat·
ed market (a rule of law) we
ended up with a battlefield between public and private
interests. A war.
The financial meltdown
has been coined "the lost
decade" because of the reversal of previous gains in financial assets from the prior
decade.
If only this were the limit
of our problem. The age of
deregulation was a lost generation in terms of governance
and wisdom about the rule
law in free markets . Under a
generation's watch America
made the worst of all trades:
we traded the rule of law for
the age of crises.

'Tlie Proust Questionaire
J~J~
Wliat's your current state
of mind'?

Wliat is your greatest fear?
Losing another member of my family

On a high: It's the start of the
academic year, my happiest
time of the year since
Kindergarten

Wliat is tlie trait you most
aeyCore in yourself?
Impatience

Wfi.at's your iaea of yerfect fi.ayyiness?
Having all the members of my
family be healthy

Wliat is tfi.e trait you most
aeyCore in otfi.er yeoy{e?
Intolerance

Wfi.icfi. frving yerson ao
you most aamire?
My College honors tutor

If you cou{a cfi.ange one tfi.ing
a6out yourself, wliat wou{a it
6e?
My chronic impatience

Wfi.at is your greatest
extra'Vagance?
My antique cars that rarely run
and always leak

Wfi.icfi. fi.istorica{ figure ao you
most iaentify witfi.?
When I might feel a bit overwhelmed, FDR

Wlien and' wliere were you m ost liayyy?

W liat is your g r eat est reg r et?

Age 22-25; teaching Latin and coaching soccer

Not staying longer in graduate school at Columbia

On wfi.at occasion ao you fie?

Wfi.a t a o you consiaer y our greatest acfi.ie'Vement?

When asked how I am doing

Our three children

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Trinity Faculty, Students Express Frus~ration at Qur'an Burnings
ABIGAIL ALDERMAN '11
MA AG I G EDITOR

Floridian pastor Terry
Jones elicited strong reactions
when he announced a plan to
burn over 200 copies of the
Qur'an on the ninth anniversary of 9/11. The planned
demonstration caused outrage
among people of all faiths , in
the Trinity community and
beyond, who spoke out against
Jones in the hopes that public
pressure would lead him to call
off the demonstration.
While Jones did call off the
burning late in the week, the

backlash continues to demonstrate the vast struggle for
respect and understanding
that the religion of Islam faces
in America.
The pastor's threat had a
profound impact on Muslims
worldwide, as evidenced by
this week's riots and protests
in Afghanistan and Pakistan.
This past Thursday, President
Barack Obama spoke out
against the proposed burning,
highlighting the danger the
pastor's behavior poses to the
well-being of American troops
abroad as a result of the pas·
tor's plan. The destruction of
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Fla. pastor Terry Jones planned to burn 200 copies of the Qur'an o n Sept. 11, 2010.

cultural symbols such as the
Qur'an is not punishable by
law, but the burning of religious texts often proves to be
the ultimate form of cultural
disrespect.
Jones is "protected by the
First Amendment, and that is
why so many political and religious leaders have spoken out
in an effort to persuade him to
call off the burning," said
Associate Professor of Legal
and Policy Studies Adrienne
Fulco.
The planned demonstration
was a response to Park51, the
Islamic
cultural
center
planned for lower Manhattan,
which has been dubbed "the
Ground Zero mosque" by those
who oppose the project.
Reflecting upon the matter,
Professor of Public Policy and
Law Ned Cabot observed that
"intolerance is fed by an envi·
ronment in which half-baked
demagogues can grab worldwide media attention by
exploiting people's fear and
ign~ffance."
Though it is

unclear whether the pastor
ever truly intended to go
through with the burning, the
proposal was meant to stir up
controversy.
Assistant
Professor of
Religion Homayra Ziad also
commented on Jones' damag·
ing ignorance towards I slam.
"Informal social condemnation
is a powerful tool that can
function as effectively a s law in the same way that we have
blanket social condemnation of
images of swastikas and other
neo·Nazi propaganda, or of
racist actions like cross-burn·
ing, our leaders should make it
clear that Qur'an burnings
have no space in the realm of
civilized discourse," she said.
Ziad also noted the efforts
being made by Muslim commu·
nities to inspire peace, such as
a group in Pakistan recogniz·
ing Sept. 11 as "Bless the Bible
Day" this year. Ziad said that
these actions bolster her faith
in ordinary people's ability to
look past cultural differences
and approach acceptance.

Students at Trinity have
also been strongly impacted by
the news , recognizing the
tremendous influence Jones'
message will have on improv·
ing relations between Islamic
nations and America. Mary
Jordan '11, a Christian student
with experience in Islamic
studies, stated, "By attacking
the religion that the extrem·
ists claim as their motivation,
the pastor was just asking for
retaliation. If he went through
with his plan he would also be
hurting millions of Muslims
who oppose extremism."
Jones' actions also appear
to be based on the common
misconception that the Qur'an
preaches violence and that the
"extremists" took their inspira·
tion for the 9/11 attacks direct·
ly from this one religious text.
The recent controversy verifies
that nine years following the
Sept. 11, 2001 attacks, much
still remains to be solve d
between America and Islamic
nations.

Trinity College Breaks Top 100
on Forbes' 2009 College Rankings
Continued from page 1
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Seniors Josh Growney-Levison, Sean Zimmer, and l..eAire Wilson flee with the lemon squeezer on Sept. 2.

Seniors Abscond with Lemon
Squeezer at 2010 Convocation
ELIZABETH AGRESTA '11
NEWS EDITOR

On Sept. 2, 2010, two Student Alumni
Ambassadors participating in the
President's Convocation stole the Trinity
College lemon squeezer. LeAire Wilson
and Josh Growney-Levison, both mem·
bers of the class of 2011, snatched one of
Trinity's most recognizable emblems out
from under the nose of President James
F. Jones, Jr. just before the end of the cer
emony.
The lemon squeezer, which first
appeared in 1857, is perhaps one of the
College's most peculiar traditions.
Handed down each year on Class Day,
the squeezer often inspired mischief in
classes left out of the proceedings, who
often tried to make away with it (and
succeeded).
At the end of the 2009-2010 school
year, the class of 2010 bestowed the
lemon squeezer upon the class of 2012,
skipping the current senior class. As rep·
resentatives of the class of 2011, Wilson
and Growney· Levison found Convocation
to be the perfect opportunity to take back

what they considered rightfully theirs.
"Josh and I were assigned to help at
Convocation in early July," said Wilson.
"We planned to cause a big scene - we
deserved it, we're seniors! Josh, me,
Tracy [Suter '11] and Sean [Zimmer '11]
planned it the night before, but 10 min·
utes before the ceremony, Megan
[Fitzsimmons, Director of College Events
and Conferences] warned us someone
might try to take it. Josh and I were, like,
'Uh-oh!' but we had to go through with
it."
The conspirators decided upon a signal, President Jones taking a sip of
lemonade, at which point Wilson leapt off
of the platform and ran up the Quad,
Growney· Levison following suit. They
were joined by Zimmer and met Suter,
who was waiting outside the Fuller Arch
in the getaway car, with Growney·
Levison staying behind to face the wrath
of President Jones.
The lemon squeezer was returned to
Jones later that day. The group suffered
no penalties for their mischief, but Jones
left them with a playful threat: "Just
remember who signs your diploma!"

a new system based on a profile of stu dents after they have left college,
rather than as they begin. Forbes part·
nered with the Center for College
Affordability and Productivity (CCAP)
in 2008 to produce its ranking system.
Forbetl rankings are based off of five
factors: student satisfaction, post·
graduate success, student debt, fouryear graduation rates, and the number
of students who have won nationally
competitive awards. Forbetl process
has raised doubts however, namely
that its sources will not produce a reliable evaluation of colleges.
Forbetl rankings rely heavily on
Web sites such as www.myplan.com
and www.ratemyprofessor.com, which
do not vet the people who post, and
listings of alumni in Who's Who in
America, the subject of a 1999 Forbes

article by Trinity alumnus Tucker
C rl on entitle<;! Hall of Lame tbf t
exposed Who's Wbds lax standards for
inclusion.
Forbes has responded to concerns
that schools may buy higher positions
in the rankings; they no longer include
awards won by faculty in their determination, as Forbes states in their
explanation of their methodology,
"Schools can effectively 'buy' faculty
who have won these awards, so our use
of this measure was potentially susceptible to institutional manipulation."
Alford remains convinced of
Trinity's success as an institution
regardless of rank. "I think Trinity is a
place that overachieves. When I look
at just about all the departments,
their staffing tends to be low compared
to our peers, but I think we are keeping up or surpassing."

College Administration Has
High Hopes for Class of 2014
Continued from page 1
a student who appeared on ''The Daily
Show," and another who was on a nation·
al tour of The Full Monty. 28 percent of the
new students identify themselves as stu·
dents of color, a seven percent increase
from last year's First-year class. This
includes Asian, Hispanic, Black and multiracial. The class also represents 34
American states, including those as far
flung as Montana and Hawaii.
The First·year class has high academ·
ic standards. There are seven presidential
scholars, 22 POSSE scholars from New
York and Chicago, six QuestBridge schol·
ars, seven high school valedictorians, and
28 students who earned a perfect score on
at least one of their SATs. Regardless of
their number of awards, all Trinity First·
years are high achievers. One hundred

seventy·eight students have expressed a
high interest in the sciences, including
biology, psychology, and the pre-med
track, while 136 incoming First-years
voiced a passion for the humanities.
Popular choices include history, English,
and foreign language studies. Incoming
students are also interested in economics,
political science and international devel·
opment.
Many students had to overcome obsta·
cles in order to claim their places in the
class of 2014. The class contains 46 firstgeneration college students. Forty-six per
cent of the incoming class is also on financial aid.
At Convocation on Thursday, Sept. 2,
President James F. Jones, Jr. implored the
new First-years to use their obvious talents to their own benefit, as well as that of
the Hartford community and the globe.
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Do It Day Broadens Students' Experience of Life in Hartford
LAIKA ABDULALI '13
CONTIUBUTING WIUTER

On Saturday, Sept. 11, more than
700 students, professors, and some
alumni roused themselves from the
afterglow of the first big party of the
year and prepared for chores ranging
from office work to carting mulch to
scraping paint off fences. Not your typical day at all, and yet almost every
participant, from all 50 work sites,
returned to their evening picnic with a
smile that replaced the early morning
blues.
Reflecting on her first Do It Day,
Madeleine Shukurani '14 said, "I feel
happier today about being here there's a comfort that is new." Talking
with other volunteers, it became quite
clear that Do It Day achieved something crucial to any successful community service endeavor - an increased
sense of well-being among the participants as well as among those who benefited from their work.
One fundamental part of the general improvement in mood was a more
balanced view of Hartford. Ayiti
Maharaj-Best '13, an international
student, felt an increased a appreciation for Hartford. "When I first came to
Trinity, all I knew of Hartford was that
I had to be careful, and I couldn't see
the tucked away beauty of places like
[Pope Park]." She stumbled upon a
family of deer, the first she'd ever seen,
in a side-trail lined with broken glass.
This unexpected wonder left her excit-

ed to discover more of the richness of
this incredibly diverse city.
For many like Maharaj- Best, Do It
Day opened up an avenue full of possibilities for exploration and experience
within Hartford, and this, in addition
to an increased understanding of the
underlying dynamics of the city,
increased the students appreciation of
Hartford and of their own abilities.
Priyanka Menezes '14 articulated, "I
feel so accomplished!" - a sentiment
that served to deepen the bond of all
involved.
Integral to the identification with
Hartford is the knowledge that there
are thousands of people, both within
Trinity and the wider city community,
actively working for the betterment of
one another's condition. As Shukurani
highlighted, "I saw so many who were
working just for the love of community."
Volunteers who saw firsthand how
their work would affect the community
- from the teenage mothers helped by
St. Agnes' Home, to those living with
AIDS at Peter's Retreat - realizing
that there are an absolutely startling
number of human beings who genuinely care about one another, and are willing to work hard to help build a
healthy city.
Congratulations to Joe Laws '12
and Nafe Tengatenga '13, who with the
guidance of Director for Community
Service Joe Barber, put together a
seamlessly run project that has made
a real difference.

Intercollegiate
··· Update

TRIPOD STAFF

Rosalia Abreu '11 and Samantha Alcala '11 gear up for a day spent volunteering in the Hartford area.

..
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COURTESY OF KELSEY FLYNN ' 12

Tina Foster '11 and Holly Maykow '12 of Zeta Omega Eta help clean Central Baptist Church of Hartford.

News In Brief
Pajak Arrested on Fugitive Charge

Windsor Locks Man Killed by Tree

Michael Pajak, the driver accused of
killing Connecticut State Trooper First
Class Kenneth Hall, was arrested m
Waterville, Vt. last Thursday, Sept. 9 on
a fugitive charge. He was brought to
Hartford on Monday to answer a charge
of manslaughter in the case of Hall, who
was killed on duty when Pajak's Dodge
pick-up truck crashed into his squad car
on I-91 while he was filling out paperwork after pulling over another driver.

Luke Stetson, a 24-yearold tree worker,
was killed on Monday, Sept. 13 while sawing off tree branches at a house on Chestnut
Hill Road in Simsbury, Conn. He was 30
feet off the ground when the tree snapped,
and was thrown onto the driveway below;
police reported the tree fell on top of him.
He was transported to St. Francis Hospital
in Hartford, Conn., where he was pronounced dead. The name of Stetson's
employer has not been released.

Local Orgs Support Perez Appeal

Store Owner Busted in Ponzi Scheme

Wesleyan University

University of Pennsylvania

Wesleyan is adopting a new alcohol and drug policy beginning in the
Fall 2010 semester. The new policy
bans open containers of alcohol on
the school's campus, and also extends
to the misuse of prescription drugs.
The Wesleyan Student Assembly
(WSA) unanimously opposed the
open-container restriction.

An autopsy of football player
Owen Thomas revealed chronic
encephalopathy, a type of brain damage linked to depression. Thomas
committed suicide last spring after
he was elected captain of the football
team. He is the youngest recorded
football player to have been diagnosed with the disease.

Yale University

Harvard University

Four construction workers were
injured Monday while working on a
Science Park site. The New Haven
Fire Department was called to the
scene to help lift a steel beam off of
one of the workers. Two of the workers have been listed in critical condition, with one listed as serious and
the other stable.

A plan to sell off hundreds of millions of dollars of Harvard University
real estate has fallen through.
Harvard had sought to unload real
estate holdings to China's sovereign
wealth fund in an effort to increase
cash flow after its endowment failed
to meet benchmarks set for the 2009
fiscal year.

Former Hartford mayor Eddie Perez
will attend sentencing on Tuesday, Sept. 14,
facing a possible maximum sentence of 60
years in prison. More than 200 representatives of local businesses and institutions
have sent letters to the sentencing judge,
Julia Dewey, in support of Perez. The minimum sentence, pending appeal, is house
arrest or suspended sentence with probation.

Michael S. Goldberg, the owner of liquor
store in Cromwell and Glastonbury pleaded
guilty to fraud charges Monday. Goldberg
is responsible for a multi-million dollar
Ponzi scheme that had hundreds of victims,
and could spend up to 15 years in federal
prison. Goldberg had duped would-be
investors, leading them to believe that a relative of his could make them millions in
"flipped" diamonds.

Boston College

Bowdoin College

Police Seize Heroin in Waterbury

Wesleyan Student Severely Burned

Waterbury Police seized 3,000 bags of
processed heroin and 51 grams ofraw heroin on Friday, Sept. 10, in what was one of
the largest drug busts in the city's history.
Various other drug paraphernalia were also
removed from Jamie Guzman's Riverside
Street apartment after police entered the
house on a search and seizure warrant.
Guzman, 26, was arrested and faces sever
al felony drug charges.

A Wesleyan student was discovered in
the early hours of Monday, Sept. 13, with
burns to nearly 100 percent of her body.
Officials say the burns were self-inflicted. The student, who is in critical condition, was airlifted to Hartford Hospital,
and was later transferred to Bridgeport
Hospital Burn Center. Her family has
requested that no further details be
released at this time.

Boston College has amended
A Main State Music Theater
its alcohol guidelines to allow stu- (MSMT) truck crashed into an arch
dents to seek medical help without on Bowdoin's campus on Saturday,
facing disciplinary action by the Aug. 28. The truck was moving props
school. The changes were made out after the final showing of Spamalot,
of the fear the students would and crashed when a too-tall prop colavoid seeking treatment when nee- lided with the arch. The arch was
essary in order to avoid punish- taken down the following week. No
ment, and thus causing themselves one was harmed and MSMT took
more harm.
full responsibility for the incident.
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r!)aus of JllcQftJop fjrobiirtion

''Jff pou can bo a fJalf-~i5>tb fob of anptfJing, pou're a one-epeb man in a kingbom of tfJe blinb."
-JJ.urt Yonnegut

Please Build the Ground Zero Mosque Outside My Window
Recently, we've all heard quite a bit about the controversial "Ground Zero Mosque," the Islamic comntunity center/ prayer room proposed to be built
near the Ground Zero site in Lower Manhattan. The fact that it has proposed to be built "near" (and by that I mean a few blocks away in a building that at one
point housed a Burlington Coat Factory) the Ground Zero site as opposed to actually on it notwithstanding, the issue has proven to be a contentious one. The
debate doesn't seem to be ending anytime soon, and worse still, no viable, universally acceptable solutions have yet emerged, despite several attempts. Donald
Trump, for instance, took some time out of his busy schedule of shouting and coif-primping and offered to buy the site at a generous 25% above market value in an
attempt to get everyone to shut up about it . Yet much like my parents attempting to explain to me why the Easter B unny doesn't visit anymore, he failed.
Additionally, some Floridian scholars decided to take a page out of the Hitler Y o uth playbook and modestly proposed we publically burn some Q ur' ans, because
as we all know, the longstanding tradition of setting shit on fire has consistently proved itself to be both an effective and rational method of conflict resolution. And
also because they are from Florida, and presumab ly they couldn't think of a solu tion involving gators or fan boats.
Alas, neither of these, nor any other alternative ideas offered to d ate, have been successful. Luckily for everyone, tho ugh, now I'm here! Armed with

21

years of wisdom (plus S mirnoff Ices whenever I fancy ... jealous m uch?), sporting a "can Jo" attitude, and ready to get all up in this sitch, I'm 'bout to spit some
truth and fix this problem for everyone. Y ou're welcome in advance .

So

this is my second year living in N ortham Towers. I t's a nice enough d orm, conveniently located right in the middle of the Long W alk, sup er scenic

etc. All in all, it's a pretty chill spot . Y et on the rare nigh ts I d ecid e to stay in and quietly sob while listening to my H arry P otter a udiob ooks rather than expressively dancing out my rage at th e fra ts to the d eligh t of all of V ernon Street , Nor tham' s location becomes problematic. C onventional wisd om might lead you to
believe that as my d orm is located on the Lon g W alk and n ot V ernon Street, it's fairly q uiet, but this is not the case. The noise from the foot traffic of all the
spirited rabblerousers making the trek to and from the frats every nigh t is o n e p r oblem , but th ere's actually a larger iss ue at hand, and that is the rarely-d iscussed
b ut hyper--relevant iss ue of d r u nk b itches crying on the N ortham benches .

& the
act like such

M y extensive emp irical research h as led me to condude th a t d runk bitches love three t h in g·s: dance moves that involve falling down, " S ex
inspired cocktails, and crying lo udly, with th e third b eing the most p roblematic for me . Almost every crying d runk girl who ha d some d ude
her, did n't get into AD d espite knowing the pl edge at the d oor

City"
a jerk to

(biblically ... zing!) , or d ecid ed to cap off the night b y confronting her nascent b ulimia has consis-

tently chosen to discuss said events at length d irectly underneath my wind ow at arou n d

4 a.m.,

right when I'm either in the midd le of an academic bender or try-

ing to catch the S leepytime E xp ress to D reamland . Frankly, it's getting a little old.
P lease don' t think I'm being unsympa thetic, though, because I feel for these girls, I really do. Galpals, you're right : he was j ust trying to make you jealous by making out with that girl at P si U , and his staunch refusal to make eye contact with you for t h e past two weeks coul d

totally be interpreted as a formal

invite! I get that you are confused, and filled with emotions, and also probably a lot of S mirnoff, and I get that sometimes you just need to cry and talk it all out,
and to that I say, "You go, girlfriend!" And then I do a sassy finger-snap gesture like a S pice Girl talking abou t "girl power" or whatever. That's what the kids
are into, right? Anyway, while I can empathize with the trials and tribulations of these ladies, I've really had about enough. I'm a senior now with a lot of work
ahead of me, and I'd really like to do my accounting homework in peace.
So as a solution to both my and the nation's problem, I humb~y propose that we buiJ~ the "G..ound Zero Mosque" on tbe Upper Long Walk, directly
outside my bedroom window. From what I understand, mosques/ community centers like this one are intend.eel to serve as peaceful, quiet places of worship and.
contemplation. I'm totally okay with a mosque by me, so it won't be a problem here! Plus I'm selfish, so

if anyone

does get upset about it, I won't listen or carel

Problem solved! This would give me the quiet environment I need to pursue scholarly pursuits in my room (because sometimes I can't be bothered to put on pants,
and apparently those are strongly suggested when you're studying in the library), and it

will probably fix

this ~hole debate thing and help some other people too!

How? I don't know, as I haven't really put much thought into this, but it could totally work, right? I guess what I'm really trying to say is the next time you feel
like crying, instead of doing it outside my window, maybe lock yourself in your doset and sob to the

Men in Black soundtrack

on cassette instead. It's always

~ed for me! Just a thought.

Sensationally,
Dr. Meghan K. McEvoy PhD, Esq .

First..year Says, "Suck It, Elton"
NATE NURMI ' 14

As a Frobb resident, I continually get razzed for
having what is supposedly the shittiest dorm on
campus. Sure, Jones and Elton have advantageous locations, spacious rooms and lenient
RAs, however; we' ve got the heart of Hartford
at our doorstep! Where else on campus can one
be serenaded by gunshots and police sirens when
falling asleep? Or wake up to pristine views of
the majestically rainbow-colored Crescent street
houses? Or walk out of their front door at any
time of day and gaze in awe at the most beautifully architected, radiantly gray-colored Life
Science Center I have ever laid eyes upon? Not
to mention the ubiquitous off-white wall coloring that brings back so many fond memories of
my home in Alcatraz. Screw my great lottery
number next year; I want to stay in Frobb for the
rest of my years at Trinity. Or at least until a
stray bullet has its way with me .. .

Comic Sans: the Best Font-Ever?
What do YOU think?! Contact Humour Editor Meg McEvoy at
meghan .mcevoy@trincoll.edu to weigh in on fonts, farts, or other
silliness in the Tripod Humour Page! It will make people hate you less!

Geography with Julia!
JULIA McINNIS '11
OPINIONS EDITOR/GLOBETROTIER

So what if you can't name all SO state capitals? That stuff's for nerds! Today
Professor Mcinnis schools us in the only kind of geography you'll need to know at
da Trin ...
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Don't Fly the Coop! Stay on
Campus for All Your Shopping

=Life on t
A weekly column by Emily Misencik '14
documenting the people, places, and events of Trinity's campus

SARAH HARVEY '11 and NINNA GAENSLER-DEBS '11
FE,\'l'URES EDJTORS

Tired of the bookstore overcharging for everything? Green Campus is offering a cheaper and karma-building alternative in their new on-campus vintage
boutique, the Coop. The brainchild of Giuliani Lopez '11, the store is located
directly below the Tripod office in the lower level of Jackson, overlooking the
LSC quad. The Tripod took a look and picked out some of the hottest items available for purchase at super low prices. All proceeds will be donated to charities
deemed most deserving.

In case you can't
get in touch with
those
frisky
freshmen
in
North Campus,
this large tome
will tell you all
you need to
know about get'ting down and
dirty.

Tired of getting someone else's flat beer in
the basement of Psi
U? These convenient
beer bands will not
only mark your terri·
tory, but can also
function as a verita•
ble thesaurus for
your status of inebri·
ation.

Since the Tripod
finds every picture
frame at Bed, Bath
& Beyond to be
heinous, this cute,
embroidered picture
frame is a great
alternative to hold
your favorite pie of
you and the gal
palz. Say cheese!

Tired of typical dorm room posters? These
framed photos saved from the Office of
Campus life document retro ragers of
Trinity past.

Didn't quite make the lax team? No worries, you can still buy a brand-new
Trinity lacrosse hat at the Coop.
Nothing says cool like a pre-faded backwards hat, worn with a certain je ne
sais quoi.
All Photos by Sarah Harvey' IL and Ninna Gaensler-Debs 'LI

Sept. 2 marked the beginning of my dents danced the night away until 1 a.m.
freshman year, a time I never thought
Despite my sore feet and sleep depriwould actually come. Upon arriving on vation, I joined Carolyn Meighan '14
campus I was greeted by smiling faces and other Trin do-gooders at Pope Park
and a drastic heat wave, ...---------..for the 12th annual Do It
making move-in day an
Day . We spent the afternoon
unforgettable
experience.
lugging logs and tree branchAfter hauling in boxes and
es
into
piles,
while
forgetting
my
code,
Charlotte Wilson '14 and
Convocation brought togeththe swim team made a comer the entire Class of 2014 for
posite pile and mulched
the first time. President
nearby areas. The service
James F. Jones, Jr.'s speech
event, co-organized by Nafe
further proved my theory
Tengatenga '13 and Joe
that the entire country has
Laws '12, placed students
seen
the
movie
in 45 worksites with the mis"Inception,"since I think there were at sion to "spread love throughout
least 15 references to the movie. Hartford." Groups arrived back at camOrientation activities filled the remain- pus with large appetites, eagerly conder of the weekend as the First-year suming pizzas and catered food from
class became situated with the wide of nearby restaurants.
range of Trinity social events.
Saturday night also marked my first
After hearing rave reviews of ever a cappella concert. Coco Minot
Trinity Restaurant , my friends and I '14 and I ventured to the crowded
ventured off-campus to celebrate our Hamlin Hall, where we sat on tables
first week. Our reservation was set as in order to catch a view of the various
we trudged across campus to this popu- groups. The Trinitones captured the
lar restaurant. We inhaled our butter- crowd's attention with their rendition of
nut squash ravioli and vegetable pasta "Say My Name," as the Quirks had the
pleasantly situated next to our seminar room howling with Shakira's "She Wolf."
teachers, an encounter that Brigit Pipe members Keil Coit
'11 and
Rioual '14 and I will never forget. I'm Seth Hull '11 and Accidental Scotty
looking forward to revisiting Trinity Eckenthal '12 received loud applauses
Restaurant, determined to try all the for the solos, filling the room with an
menu options before I graduate.
unforgettable sound.
Friday's Welcome Back Dance
Only one week into college and I feel
transformed the Cave Patio into a as if I've been on campus for a month.
crowded dance floor. Everyone danced Although I miss the freedom of my own
the night away, strutting and showing room and ability to go barefoot in the
off their moves to the variety of music. shower, these past few days have been
Glow
sticks,
handed
out
by filled with fun, excitement and new
Entertainment Activities
Council friends. I look forward to the next few
Special Events Chair Sarah Quirk years and can only imagine the fun
'11, illuminated the dance floor as stu- times that are to follow.

Author Junot Diaz Delivers
Captivating Talk to First-Years
SARAH HARVEY '11
FEATURES EDITOR

The Coop has a wide range of jewelery,
most of it left-over from previous Trinity
Bazaars. Necklaces, earrmgs, and
bracelets come in colorful arrays. Be
sure to get the disco ball earring before
they're snagged!

g. tt.:Z~·t!f~.1

The class of 2014 welcomed
author Junot Diaz at Koeppel
Community Center on Sept. 3
Trinity College's First-Year
Program, continuing the tradition of inviting an author to
speak to the newly matriculated class.
Students were
assigned to read his awardwinning novel, The Brief
Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao
before arriving on campus.
Diaz immediately captivated the audience, reading a
moving excerpt from Oscar
Wao. He continued to mesmerize the First-years, mentors,
and faculty by inviting the
entire audience to ask questions, saving those who had
previously submitted questions for last. Admitting he
was someone who "loved to
curse," Diaz did not censor his
speech as he explained the
novel's symbolism, his inspirations, and his personal writing
process.
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Texting, Tweeting, and Teaching
Today's Millennial Students
BOMINA KIM '14

will trigger an alert, and what DiPietro
F&\TURES CO TRIBUTOR
refers to as "the team"- parents, private
tutors, learning centers, counselors Laughter, insight, and controversy will swoop in and apply emergency profilled the Reese Room as Dr. Michele tocol, money and pride be damned.
DiPietro,
Executive
Director
at
Millennials are bred by parents who
Kennesaw State University, lectured are fanatical about their kids' education
about the characteristics of millennial and welfare and resemble a specialized
students according to the Howe & task force, chauffeur and bodyguard all
Strauss Theory. DiPietro, who visited rolled into one. To say that these "heliTrinity during Common Hour on copter parents" have an obsession would
Thursday, Sept. 9, was distinguishable be quite an understatement. According
by his dancing arms, dis--__;;;...__ _ _ ___;;;...__ _~to The Wall Street
arming humor and bounc- Upcoming Common Journal, a mother stated,
"I hardly think it's approing Italian accent.
Hour Programs
priate for six-year-olds to
He challenged the
Thursday, Sept. 16
be
making decisions
audience to imagine a
Science Symposium:
about which [Pokemon]
time before tweets, before
presentations by Trinity's sumcards to trade" after her
record players were vin- mer research students.
son's school allowed him
tage, and before Google
Location- Washington Room
to trade a prized Tauros
was a verb. Members of
Constitution Day Panel
for a plain Dodrio. The
the older generation who
Discussion: Mosques at
nerve!
remember this time see
Ground Zero, High School
The
parents
and
today's millennial stu Graduations at Mega-churchteachers of millennial students as a group of
es, and Other Dispatches
dents may complain that
"spoiled texters" with from the Church-State
kids these days feel entibrief attention spans and Barricades
tled to "instant access and
a lifestyle of self-absorp- Location- Terrace Rooms
tion.
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,instant answers," since
While many would disagree with this "opening a book is not an option," but it
sweeping marquee of criticism, the older is by their loving hands that the millengeneration would not be entirely wrong. nial kids feel this sense of entitlement. It
As one audience member stated, "Kids is comparable to your grandmother stuffthese days are always connected." The ing you senseless with home-made
irony is that the perpetual connection meals, not taking "no" or even "no thank
enables their disconnection from the you" for an answer, then commenting
world around them. The image that loudly about the weight you have gained.
comes to mind is a 'Crackberry' addict So the next time you feel appalled after
who is emotionally and physically reading an article about how a woman is
infused to his or her cell phone, system- suing McDonald's because she was
atically checking the screen every seven served hot coffee that wasn't labeled as
"hot," you may want to consider the hand
seconds.
In spite of this, these same students you have played in this situation. Yet in
are becoming increasingly competitive in spite of these minor character flaws, you
terms of education. The pressure to suc- should also take pride in breeding or
ceed coupled with the daunting unfamil- being part of a competent generation of
iarity with failure spurs millennial stu- intellectuals with incredible potential for
dents to be obsessive overachievers who shaping the future. Trite, yes, but also
demand excellence. One mediocre grade true.

(?/en«Ht 6)ff;~
Last Day to Change Meal Plans
SARAH HARVEY '11
FE.\TURES EDITOR

Add-Drop is not the only important
deadline approaching for Trinity students. Today is the last day to change
your meal plan for the Fall 2010 semester. This important decision can be difficult for many First-years as well as
upperclassmen, especially with last
year's changes. There are a number of
different options to fit a variety of eating
habits, schedules, and budgets.
It's important to choose wiselythere is nothing worse than seeing meals
and Chartwells dollars wasted at the
end of semester. The easiest way to
change your meal plan is to e-mail
meal.plans@trincoll.edu.
First- years are automatically placed
on Mather Traditional, which offers 19
meals per week only to be used in
Mather dining hall, plus $50 in
Chartwells dollars (or "flex dollars," as
most students still call them). Of the
required meal plans, this is the cheapest
at $1950 a semester, but also the least
convenient with Mather's strict hours
and south campus location.
The Platinum, Gold, and Silver Plans
can be used at all three dining locations,
offering 21, 19, and 14 meals per week

respectively, plus $100 to $200
Chartwells dollars per semester. Of
these, the Silver Plan is easily the best
value at $2125 per semester, and is a
popular choice among underclassmen.
There are two optional meal plans
available to seniors, students living off
campus, students living in a cooking unit
(Anadama, Clemens, Stowe, Wiggins, or
Doonesbury Rooms 200 and 300), and
members of St. Anthony's Hall, Alpha
Delta Phi, and Psi Upsilon.
The optional plans include the
Bronze Plan, which is $1665 per semester for 12 meals a week plus $150 in
Chartwells dollars. The 50 Block Plan,
the only remaining meal plan where
meals do not reset each week, offers 50
meals and $500 Chartwells dollars for
$960 per semester.
Afraid you may run out of meals and
dollars before the end of the semester?
Chartwells dollars can also be purchased
separately, and you will receive an extra
5 percent for purchases over $25 and 10
percent for purchases of $100 or more.
This is a great option for those who want
better control over how much money is
left unused at the end of the semester. To
purchase Chartwells dollars, visit
www.dineoncampus.com/trinity or go to
the Chartwells office in Mather Hall.

ToplO
Neighborhood Attractions
to Check Out
10. Alchemy Juire Bar Cafe -1.iterally a stone's throw from rarnpu5,
Alchemy is not only em-friendly and delicious, but aloo has the huge peik of acrept-

ing Bantam Bud<s.1.oratioo: 203 New Britrin.Ave.

9. Farmers' ..Market at Firebox - A greatplare to get fresh fruits and
vegetaHes, as~ as a good way to

suwart the looli ecooomy! l..oott:ioo: 539 Brood

St

8. B Sarape- Though it's a fur trip to Mexiro, V\e'd argue this hole-in-the-wall
with rolorful and dieezy derorations has 9:Jme ofthe be& tamales this side ofthe
~and fresh guac.1.oratioo: 931 Brood St

7. J Restaurant/Bar- ll]:mUe but srnprumgly~ this ~tis
great for larger get togethers, and makes 9:Jme great axktrils, for thaie ofus over
21.1.ocatioo: 297Wcmington St

6. Broad Street Gallery - This small~ picks a large art:i&icpunch,
featuring looli and S'ludent artists oo arotating tesis. 1.oratioo: 1(fl E Brood St.

5. King & I 1hai - 1he Silver &11ad is the one ofthe best things thit you'll
ever taste.They doo't deliver, but they're \\Orth the drive.1.oratioo: 1901 Park St.

4. The Candy Shop - Has an extensive selectioo ofthe late&, hard-to-find
"&reetwear" appirel, including limited-editioo S:ioes, denim and other dothingAnd

MIMS has been there! 1.oratioo: 804 Brood St

3. First and last- 1he 1iipod recommend.5 the pminis, breakfu& sandwiches, and rookies at the Bakery & Cafe-- or the ~lant pizza at the tavern acroo; the
&reet.1.oration: 920 and. 939 MapleAve.

2. Mazzirato Bakery and Pastry Shop- An adorable (anddelidous!) destinatioo for~. gelato, and G1ppl1Crino.1.oratioo: 329 FranklinAve.

l . llinity Restaurant - Its dcre proximity, tasty diIDes, and BYOB policy
makes this a favorite among S'ludents and furulty alike. 1.oratioo: 243 Zion St

Freshman Settle into New
Positions at Trinity

Hedonist at Heart: Exploration
into Depths Unknown

An unusually anal RA exerOne former Trinity student
cised his sexual 6th sense and took advantage of fortuitous
opened his door to see two opportunity to probe the
bright-eyed bushy-tailed freshmen boundaries of fraternal brothercelebrating Do It Day well into hood.
the night, continually spreading
Congratulations to a graduthe love around Hartford, specifi- ate who continues to successfulcally North campus. _
'l' b ..._ ly dominate social inter-..'-l , r Jt..courses as they come
Guess these two real-O
ly wanted some t-...;c;
~~his way. Oh, and
shirts.
V"'"
· .)'4 happy birthday!

Hungry Hippos Storm the
Castle

Saw something
SCANDALOUS?!?

AT was standing outside of
Hanson with a friend, when one
wonderfully naive member of
the class of 2014 tried to convince the group to travel to
Trinity's own miniature castle in
order to delight in some pizza
refreshment, compliments of a
munificent brother. AT congratulates those brothers whose generosity is unparalleled in feeding
freshman females.

TELL ME ABOUT IT. AT
can't be everywhere at once, and
we need your judging gaze to help
us expose Trin students' most
embarassing moments.
E-MAIL
aroundtrinity@gmail.com
You know you love me. xoxo
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Study
Away Fair

2010
Learn about semester, full
year, and summer study
away
programs in more than 40
countries
around the world!
Meet with returned study
away students, program
representatives (including
Trinity faculty),
and Office of International
Programs staff

WASHINGTON
ROOM,
MATHER HALL
For more information please
contact::
The Office of International
Programs
66 Vernon Street
Tel: 860-297-2005
Email: OIP@trincoll.edu
Web: http:/I
www.trlncoll.edu/
Academics/StudyAway/
lnfoSessionsEvents.htm

Wednesday,
September 29,
2010
4:00- 7:00
PM
Wraps $5.99

<..,..

Chicken Twister • BBQ Chicken • Chicken Caesar
Chicken Ranch • Bufl'alo Chicken • Chicken Cutlet

"'Served wdh Onion. Pt.ppers, Provolone Cheese & Marinara Seuce

(860) 278-4334
www.choiceonepizza.com
Home of the Fresh Pizza. We Make Our Pizzas with the Finest
Ingredients Using Fresh Dough Made Dally on the Premises In
Mouth Watertng Sauce, a Special Blend of Chase and Topped
with the Freshest Toppings of Your Choice.

Choice One Pizza
Small (12").................. 7.50
Medium (14").............. 9.50
Large (16") ................ 11.99
Sheet (18" 126") ....... 16.99

Topping ........................ 0.80
Topping ........................ 1.25
Topping ........................ 1.75
Topping ........................3.50

Pizza Toppings
Mozzarda. i'<pperoni. !\nchow.._

aims. 11n..pp1e. Ptppe::s, G•rlk.
Bacon. Sausage, llroa.-oB, Spinach. Onions, Harn, Chldren, Harnbotg<.'f,
Mushrooms, Tomato, Rkotta. f~r. HO! Peppers, BBQ Chicken
Chld<a 4 SMmp addJ<Jonal Clwlf<

12" Whole
All Veggle ................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
BLT............................................................. 5.99 ............ 7.95
Chicken Cutlet ............................................5.99 ............ 7.95
*Chicken Parmigiana .................................. 5.99 ............ 7.95
*Eggplant ...................................................5.99 ............ 7.95
Flsh ............................................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95
Harn & Chuse............................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95
Italian Cold Cut .......................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
*Meatball.. .................................................. 5.99 ............ 7.95
Pastraml ..................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Pepperonl ................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Roast Beef .................................................. 5.99 ............ 7.95
Salaml ........................................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95
*Sausage .................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Steak & Cheese........................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Tuna ........................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Turkey .................................................. ...... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Tarkey & Bacon .......................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
*Veal Panntglana ........................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95
8" Half

Small Medium Large Sheet
Meat Choice ..................... 10.99 ...... 14.99 ..... 17.99 ..... 27.99

Saved with Cll<ese. lr.tuce, Tomaro, Mayo and French f:les

Harn ...............................5.00
Turkey ............................ 5.00

Twia ...............................5.00
Chicken .......................... 5.00

ll80 S.UC.. BOO Chldr.!n .t Oroons

Bacon Double Cheeseburger .. 10.99 ...... 13.99 ..... 16.99 ..... 25.99
Spedal Chotce ................. .11.99 ...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 27.99
f'epp<rmi, Sausage. ()n;on, ("1:en i'<ppers. ilu.WJJ<'ITIS & Jltti

Veggie Cholce ................... 10.99 ...... 14.99 ..... 17.99 ..... 28.99
Fresh Tomatoes, Black 05ve;, Onloo. Green P<ppa. & Mushrooms

White Veggie Cholce ......... 10.99 ...... 14.99 ..... 17.99 ..... 27.99
fr<Sh Tana-. Clil't Oil. G!ulk, l&ol!a. Momrtilo & SpinJch

Chicken Cholce................. 11.99...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 28.99
Sautttd. ~tly Spall Oik:i«n 11o~h Fresh Tom..,.,, Spices & Ema Cbtt.W

Hawaiian Ptna .................10.99 ...... 13.99 ..... 16.99 ..... 25.99
H3tT, lbapple 5 &tr.i O!t<S<

Super Cholce Cornbo ........ 12.99 ...... 16.99 ..... 19.99 ..... 29.99
C=i Ptr;m. Ghion. Ham. Btt£ Ill.!<* CJves. i'fpjlcront. Sous.I;«. Bacon & 1.1.,,,1rooms
Ranch Chicken Choice ..... .11.99...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 28.99

Gri!hxf SeasollW Chicken. Garlic and Fresh lbmnto wflh Ranch S.ua:

Calzone .......................... .? .50 Md Items .................. 1.00

Small

Large

Tossed ...... ......... .................... ... 4 .50 ............ .... 5 .75
I.ettua. foma loes. Onions. Peppers &: Cucumber

Fried Chicken ....................... ....5 .50 ................ 7. 75
Grilled Chicken ...................... ... 5.50 ................ 7.75
Buffalo Chicken ..... ................... 5.50 ................ 7 .75
Grilled Cajun Chicken ............... 5 .50 ................ 7 .75
Honey Crispy Chicken ........... ... 5 .50 ................ 7.75
Chef....................... ................... 5 .50 ............... 7.75
Ham and Tur.key JA>fth Provolone OJee:se

Greek........ ............................. ... 5 .50 .............. .. 7. 75
Antipasto .................................. 5.50 ................ 7 .75
Ham. Genoa Salami nnd Pepperoni

Tuna .... ..... ......... .................... ... 5 .50 ..... ........... 7.75

Hamburger ..................... 2.99
Cheeseburger .................3.75
Bacon Chuseburger ....... 4.25
Double Bacon Cli«seburgtr ... 5.75

with Fries .......................4.75
with Fries .......................5.25
with Fries ....................... 5.50
with Fries ....................... 7.25

Jumbo Buffalo Wings
They'"' Bigg<r and Bet«r

Try Our}ulcy Wil:g;...

BBQ • Mild • Hot • Suki<k • Honey D!foi1 • IW...<y DBQ
lloory Mus.'a."1 • 5Pc\" C<1Jt:n

10 pc ................................................................................... 6.50
20 pc .................................................................................. 11.50
30 pc .................................................................................. 16.75
40 pc .................................................................................. 21 .50

Desserts
Chocolate Cal<e ............... 2.99

Dinner Choices
Sem:d witl1 Garlic Bread & Salad

Spaghetti or Ziti ................................................ 6 .50
Spaghetti with Meatball .................................... 8.50
Sausage or Shrimp .............................. ............ . 8 .50
Ravioli, Meal or Cheese .................................... 7.50
Manlcotti ... ......... ........ .......... ...... ................... ... 7.50
Lasagna ............... ............................................. 8 .00
Chicken Panncsan

with Spaghetti or ZIU ........................................ 8 .50
Veal Parmesan

with Spaghetti or Zlti ........................................ 8.50
F.ggplant Pannesan

Boneless Buffalo Wines
5 pc ..................................................................................... 5.99
10 pc ................................................................................... 9.99
15 pc .......................................................... "······················ 13.99
20 pc .................................................................................. 17.99

Fried Chicken
Half Chicken ........................................................................ 8.50

$4.00 Lunch Specials
Avaitabile from 1 lam to 2pm
• Small Cheese Pizza
• Any 8" Grinder or Wrap • Cheesy Bread
• 5 pc Bone or Boneless Buffalo Wings
• Any Small Salad with Garlic Bread
• Baked Pasta with Garlic Bread

Choice #1

Choice #2

1 Large 16"
One-Topping Pizza
&: Free 2-Llter Soda

10 Buffalo Wings
and 2 Cans of Soda

$12.99 .,,,

$10.99 +rar

1 - 8" Sub,

Choice #3

Choice #4

1Small12"
One-Topping P'IZZa
and 2 Cans of Soda

1 Sheet 26" Pizza
with 1 Topping and
Free 2-Liter Soda

$8.99 .,..

$19.99 •ta•

Choice #5

Choice #6

$20.99 +t.u

1 - 8" Grinder $6.99
1 - 12" Grinder $8.99
Served with 1 Can of
Soda and 1 Bag of Chips

Choice #7

Choice #8

3 Pizzas with 1 Topping
12" Small $5 each
14" Medium $7 each
16" Large $9 each

2 Cheese Pizzas
12" Small $11.99
14" Medium $14.99
16" Large $17.99

'llust Bay 3 Pluas. Plus tax

' llust Buy 2 l'luali. Plus tax

2 Medium 14"
Two-Topping Pizzas
&: Free Cheesy Bread

Phu tax

Toppings ma.

Burgen

Buffalo Chicken Choice.... .11.99 ...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 28.99

Calzone

Al1 Salads Served wi!h Garlic Bread

Cheesecake .................... 2.99

Bed, Sa""'f<. Pepperoni. Ham & Ba=

BBQ Chicken .................... 11.99...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 28.99

Salads

Wtth Feta Cheese and Greek Olivl!s

Sandwiches
Mouth Watering Specialty Pizza1

Side Orders
French Fries ..................... .................... ............ 2 .50
Onion Rings ..................................................... 3 .00
Mozzarella Sticks ....... ....................................... 4.50
Chicken Fingers with Fries ................................ 6.75
Curly Fries ...... ............... .. ........ ....... .......... .. ...... 3 .00
tmmU Chilli Cheese Fries ............ ....... ..... ......... . 4 .99
Potato Skin ............ ....................... ........ ... ......... 5.50
Boppers {StuffedJalapenos) ............ .. ............... 4.50
tmi!l.UFried Dough (15 pieces) ......................... 3 .75
tmmU Cheesy Bread .... ........ .......... ................... 5.99
Garlic Bread .. .... ............. .. .. ..... .. Sm. 1.50 •Lg. 2 .50
Garllc Bread with Cheese .......... Sm. 2 .50 •Lg. 3 .99
Grilled Cheese ... ......... ... ........ ........ ......... .......... 2.50

with Spaghetti or Zlti ........................................ 7.50

Seafood
Served with Salad, Garlic Bread & Frendi Fries

Fish & Chips .... ...... ........................ .... ........ ....... 8 .00
Fried Clams .. ..... ...... ......................................... 8.00
Fried Shrimp ..... ........ .......... ........... ........ .... ...... 8 .00
Fried Scallops ........... ........ .................... ............ 8 .00
Seafood Platter ....................... ... ...... ............... 11.00

Topplngs ntta.

Choice #9
1 Cheese Pizza, 2 Buffalo &. 2 Boneless Wings.
4 Mozzarella Sticks & Fried Dough
12" Small $13.99 • 14" Medium $15.99
16" Large $17.99
Plus tu. Toppings """"·

Choice #10

.

1 Cheese Plzza,10 Bulfalo Wings, & 1 2-Liter Soda
12" Small $12.99
14" Medium $14.99
16'" Large $16.99
Plus lax. TOPl>lnQS exua.

Choice #11
One Sheet 26" Pizza w/ one Topping
10 pc. Buffalo Wings, Fried Dough&. 21t Soda

$28.99 . tax

ARTS
The Trinity Tripod

Summer Art Fairs Lack Unique Work, Commercial Art Prevails
BENJAMIN PATE '11
ARTS EDITOR

Funneled by the collegiate
architecture and urbane shops
of downtown Ann Arbor, Mich.,
pedestrians gathered in herds,
12 abreast to enjoy the 2010
Ann Arbor Art Fair, one of the
country's most prestigious art
fairs. Drawing upwards of
500,000 international visitors
each year, A.A. Art Fair has
been
voted
one
of
AmericanStyle readers' survey
top 10 art festivals for the past
10 years, and was voted number one in the October 2004 edition. The original fair, established in 1960, has since
swelled beyond capacity, and
divided itself further into four
subsidiary fairs: the· State
Street Area Art Fair, the Ann
Arbor Summer Art Fair, and
the
Ann Arbor's
South
University Art Fair (on
University of Michigan's cam·
pus).
These four fairs run simultaneously, taking place over
four days at the end of July.
Half a million visitors in that
time frame is logistically, visu·
ally, numerically, or any way
you look at it, something of a
big deal. Unless you're there for
the art, in which case you might

have a better time browsing
bins at IKEA.
That's not quite fair. The celebration had a handful of
notable booths. Photographer
Harvey Douillard, an Ann
Arbor native famous for his
flash-mob nude photography,
was there to present his annual
clotheless ambushes (managing
once again to evade Ann Arbor's
finest).
Nude landscapes with the
nudes as the land, anodized and
ionized copper fountains, found
metal welded wineholders, deer
antler jewelry, shattered-glass
mannequins, and monumental
resin sculpture were worthwhile wares. But, of the 400
plus artists in attendance,
those seven comprised the sole
body of originality. The rest was
a variation on the theme of
Pottery Barn-pieces commercially referential, and repetitive
of other works at the fair.
Most artists flock to the Ann
Arbor Art Fair, and art fairs at
large, hoping for two things:
recognition and green rectangles. What they find, frequently,
is a reinforced cymc1sm,
renewed and deeper than the
usual does·it·match·the·couch
audience suspicions.
As an unofficially partici·
pating artist, I was at first crit·

PHOTO COURTESY OF WW\v.artfair.org

A Painting by Joe Mamie, showing one variation o n the theme of abstract squares.

ical of artists whose first
motive was, overtly, the acqui·
sition
of
rectangles.
Graphically, sales were directly
proportional to generic quality.
Original, soulful works drew
attention, but no patronage.
Digital prints, in painting,
mixed media, and photography
have stomped original work
under the boot heel of affordability. Abstracts of impasto
squares, roosters, that one
Tuscan landscape, and land·
scapes with Photoshopped sat·
urations and light flares pre·
dominated. Water bottles and
souvenir t·shirts outsold all.
Between the four fairs this
year, Ann Arbor hosted more
visitors than the population of
Fresno, Cal. Soft arithmetic
shows that one percent of
500,000 is 5,000. That one percent I reasonably expected to
pass my display and turn to
look. Of that 5,000, I expected
another one percent to come
inside the booth for a more
intent viewing. That's 50 peo·
ple. Of those unique 50 who
found a special connection with
my work, or just needed to
escape sun, I expected only one
percent to purchase a painting.
Since a half person would have
trouble viewing, paying for, and
carrying a painting, I conservatively allowed myself to round
up to three. That's all I hoped
for-three patrons, three sales.
The gyst (and lament) of this
article, is that after four days of
splashing in puddles of sweat, I
barely met my goal, and that for
most other artists producing,
even those on the institutional
end of creativity, three was a
success story.
It wasn't that the art was
undesirable. There was at least
one unreported theft, and a
handful annually. This year, a
middle-aged mother, presumably in need of dining room
decor, walked away with a

PHOTO COURTESY OF http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Ann_Al:bor_Art_Fairs

Rows of white artist's tents lil}e State Street, their contents chillingly identical.

bronze figurine in full visibility,
guessing correctly that the
artist would be unable to pursue her, since leaving the tent
unattended would risk even
heftier thefts.
Small-scale and inventive
artists can't compete with mar·
ket-conscious artists, raising
the question, is an art fair an
art fair if the art is identical, or
commercially conscious? If the
artist's work is approved by the
jury (application fee: $35), and
they're eligible to display on
the street, they still have to
purchase a tent from the city
($650, plus $100 for a corner
space), electrical service ($100),
and parking ($75). Plus, the
artist is responsible for factoring in Michigan Sales Tax (six
percent). No refunds on the
tent, either, which has to be
purchased months ahead of
time. A friendly reminder from
the art fair committee states
'Work and artist must be able
to withstand the elements."

Even so, two spontaneous
downpours, Thursday and
Friday, did their share of damage, incurring further damagerelated expenses.
The artist's bottom line
expenditure is $860, including
cost of travel. Most artists rent
a trailer to transport their
wares cross-country. And if the
artists were not cutting into
next month's utility bill already;
there's also the blind invest·
ment in materials, which
involves a hair-graying degree
of guesswork. A 10" x 10" painting, custom framed, without
purchasing new pigments or
brushes, runs circa $75 if
Michaels is offering fifty percent on framing. So why does
that book-sized oil "Cat with
Umbrella" cost $750? The less
people buy, the more it costs,
the less people buy, et cetera.
One artist, one of the finer oil
painters I saw, left the fair
without selling a single painting, $1,500 poorer.

A Capella Crescendo of Enthusiasm
continued from page 1
ance of "She Wolf,'' which fea·
tured returning alumna Jen
Abalajon '10, provided an
excellent contrast to the previ·
ous Trinitones' performance ,
and showed that it is possible
to be perky without artifice.
Last, but certainly not
least, was Trinity's only all·
male a cappella group, the
Accidentals, who took to the
stage with their usual aplomb,
singing their classic opener,
"Good 01' a cappella." Despite
losing a large portion of the
group when their talented
Seniors graduated last spring,
the group vyas not deficient of
any musical forte. Most of
these recent grads returned to
sing, "Brother to Brother."
Next, and in what was no

doubt the best performance of
the night, Pat Greene '07
made a triumphant and pow·
erful
return
to
the
Accidentals, singing an unrivaled solo in "Some Kind of

"The concert...
brought song
back to the
school and
consequently
back to,, our
hearts.
Wonderful", alongside current
director Elliot Faust '12, and
last year's director Ben
Feldman '10.
The Dischords, Trinity's
newest a cappella group, gave
possibly the least polished

performance out of the five,
and lacked choreography, but
not
dance
moves.
The
Dischords performed "Come
on Eileen,'' and it was perhaps
unwise of them to tackle a
song that is so popular when
they didn't quite have the
chops to carry it off. However,
it must be said that they were
clearly having a wonderful
time. We hope that this wonderful level of enthusiasm
drew some new and exciting
talent to audition post-concert.
All in all it was a success·
ful return concert of a cappella to campus, one which
inspired a large group of students, with fresh faces and
voices, to audition afterwards.
The Tripod can't wait to see
them perform with the new
recruits.

WE'D LOVE TO
HEAR FROM
YOU!
WRITE FOR
TRIPOD ARTS!
EMAIL ARTICLES OR IDEAS TO
VICTORIA.PAINE@TRINCOLL.EDU
OR
BENJAMIN.PATE@TRINCOLL.EDU
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ART PIC OF THE WEEK

•••
ART NEWS FROM THE WORLD AT LARGE
EMMA TUCKER '12

Ben: Installation piece created by Henrik Hakansson. Titled
"Fallen Forest," 2006. The piece will soon be on view at Europe's
argest variety-art venue, the Barbican, in London. Sideways
trees, "Fallen Forest" stands, or falls, as an exemplum of mans
infterference in the ordered arrangement of nature. That these
rees appear to be still living (and lush, when viewed in color)
estifies to nature's resilience in spite of our destabilizing activities. The exhibit forces us to reexamine our orientation in relaionship to the ecosphere (or quadrangle).

Fall has officially begun, and a new
ave of music, television, and post-summer blockbusters have come with it.
eezer's eighth album will be released
eptember 14, and it has managed to
ause a stir not only in the music world,
ut in the world of TV as well. Television
cently said goodbye to one of the most
alked about shows of the last six years,
'Lost." But, if Weezer has anything to do
·th it, ''Lost" won't be forgotten. Their
album, titled "Hurley," is in part an ode to
he hugely popular show, and specifically
ne of its most-loved characters, Hugo
'Hurley" Reyes. Hurley often thought of as
he heart of "Lost," is played by actor Jorge
Garcia. The actor spoke to MTV news
about the album, saying, "it's extremely
pecial and dear to my heart that this is
actually happening." The album, accord. g to Entertainment Weekly, has many
'Lost" themed tracks, including one for
wo of the complex characters-Jack
hephard <Matthew Fox) and Kate Austen
(Evangeline Lilly).
Though "Lost" is not returning, it's
absence won't dampen premiere season.
n Tuesday, the second season of
'Parenthood" returns to NBC, and on
hursday, the critically acclaimed, but selom watched, "It's Always Sunny in
hiladelphia" begins on FX. Monday, Sept.
20, is a huge night for TY. ''Dancing with
he Stars" premieres its 11th season, star. g (among others) Jennifer Grey of Dirty
micing, Bristol Palin, daughter of Sarah

Palin, andAudrina Patridge of''The Hills.'
Mike Sorrentino from "Jersey Shore," an
Quarterback Kurt Warner will be two o
the six competing men. Monday will
see the return of "How I Met Your Mother,'
and the highly anticipated sixth season o
"House," when the relationship betwee
Dr. House (Hugh Laurie) and Dr. Cudd
(Lisa Edelstein) will finally be realized.
Though summer is over, the blockbusters continue to be much to look forward to. Emma Stone (Superbad), alon
with Penn Badgley of "Gossip Girl," an
Amanda Bynes star in "Easy A:', a mode
and loosely based version of Hawthorne'
The Scarlet Letter. Stone plays a good gir
who gets a reputation she did not exactl
earn, but embraces anyway. Badgley'
real-life girlfriend and "Gossip Girf' costar
Blake Lively, is also in a movie - ou
September 17 - with slightly bigge
names and a much higher productio
value. Ben Afileck co-wrote, directed, an
starred in "The 'Ibwn", a movie based o
Chuck Hogan's Prince of Thieves, abou
career criminal Doug MacR.ay (Affleck) ·
Charleston, Mass. Jon Hamm costars a
an FBI agent in one of his first big movi
roles since gaining fame from the wildl
popular AMC drama ''Mad Men." Livel
moves away from her "Gossip Girf' persona, playing a drug dealer and the ex-girl
friend of Affleck's character. Jereme
Renner also stars, coming off his Os
nominated role in Best Picture winner Th
Hurt Locker.

hART BEAT ==kJ====
SEPTEMBER 14
vKINO KAFE PRESENTS: "THE VANISHING OF
THE BEESn
LAPALOMASABANERACOFFEEHOUSE, 405 CAPITOLAVE_,
HARTFORD; 7 P_M.-8:30 P.M., $3.00

SEPTEMBER 15
vFILM: THE LIFE AND WORKS OF M.C. ESCHER
PHOTO COURTESY OF https: / /gerrystecca.com/ ClothespinsWork.ph

Kai: At first, the idea of making sculptures out of clothespins
brought back memories of the 1998 French film, "Le Diner de
Cons", in which a man makes to-scale models of famous architecture out of matchsticks, and I was a little wary. However, after
having explored the website for a while, I was completely blown
away. Gerry Stecca uses hundreds and sometimes thousands of
clothespins to create organic and nature-inspired shapes. Each
clothespin is connected to the next one using wire bending
techniques, and a painstaking amount of time and patience.
Stecca has shown his work across the country, from Maine to
ashington State, and even abroad at the Courtauld Institute in
ndon. His next step is to showcase his originality on HGTY.

NEW BRITAIN MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART, 56 LEXINGTON STRET,
NEW BRITAIN, 1 P.M-, FREE WITH ADMISSION

SEPTEMBER 16
vCREATIVE COCKTAIL HOUR: "INSTANT
GRATIFICATION"
REAL ART WAYS, 56 ARBOR ST, HARTFORD, 6 P.M.-10 P_M., $10.00

SEPTEMBER 17
vBARE: A POP OPERA
BREAD BROOK OPERA HOUSE, 107 MAIN ST., BROAD BROOK,
8 P_M., $21-00

SEPTEMBER 18
vINCREDIBLE INDIA FESTIVAL
MORTENSEN RIVERFRONT PLAZA, HARTFORD, 10 A.M.-4 P-M.,
FREE

vREAL RIDE HARTFORD: "THE MAGICAL MYSTERY
TOUR"
Tuesday, September 14,
7:30 p.m.
- ~ Wednesday, September 15,
7:30 p.m.
JOAN RIVERS: A PIECE OF
WORK
Sunday, September 19,
2:30 p.m., 7:30 p.in.
Monday, September 20,
7:30 p.m.

REALARTWAYS, 56ARBOR ST., HARTFORD, 6 P.M., FREE
THE GIRL WITH THE
DRAGON TATTOO
Thursday, September 16,
7:30 p.m.
Friday, September 17,
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, September 18,
2:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.

SEPTEMBER 19
vLAST DAY OF "HIGH WATER MARKS: ARTS & RENEWAL
AFTER KATRINA"
WADSWORTH ATHENE UM, 600 MAIN ST-, HARTFORD,
lOA.M.-5 P.M-, FREE FOR TRINITY STUDENTS

vHOPE OUT LOUD 9 PEACE AND ARTS FESTIVAL
BUSHNELL PARK, HARTFORD, NOON-5 P.M., FREE

SEPTEMBER 20
vMONDAY MATINEE: "SWEETIE"
REALART,WAYS, 56ARBOR ST, HARTFORD, 1:30 P.M., $8.00
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What's New from Chartwells
Eat· Learn· Live

()""' Oa.1'11(~1 e(J/f(/f(ft/f(e,l(t
Keith has been in the culinary industry for 25
years. He graduated from the CT Culinary
Institute in 1995 with High Honors, graduating
3rd in his class. Afterwards, he spent 3 years at
the Colonial Tavern in Oxford, CT as the Catering
Chef. From there, he spent 12 years at the
Simsbury 1820 House, a 4 star French restaurant,
moving from Pastry Chef to Executive Chef.
Keith has been our Executive Chef at Trinity for
the past 6 years. He is committed to making the
dining experience on this campus exceptional.

to jtJ«./
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Janusz has been in the culinary industry for 14
years. Janusz is a self-taught Chef, learning
everything he knows thru experience. He has
been a Sous Chef the last 8 years working banquets and corporate functions for a variety of
people ranging from political dignitaries to
sports celebrities. Janusz joined the Chartwells
team in October of 2009 and has been a strong
culinary asset to the team.

,

I

•
•

n

Custom Menus created by our
Culinary Team.
CT Grown Fruits and Vegetables
in the early Fall and Late Spring
Semesters.
We cook our own roast beef
fresh daily for all our campus
deli stations.
We use only Cage Free shell eggs
Zero Trans fat oils.
We serve only antibiotic-free
poultry.
We use Sustainable Seafood in
conjunction with the Monterey
Bay Aquarium Seafood Watch
Program.
We serve Fair-Trade coffee in all
our Dining Facilities.
Many of our fresh bakery items
are made from scratch in our
own bakery. This includes pies,
muffins, scones, pizza dough,
cakes, etc.

We are proud to bring Infusion to the Bistro! Infusion
was created by the Chartwells Management Team to
bring the restaurant experience to the
Trinity Campus. The menu features innovative
culinary creations from many different ethnicity's, all
prepared fresh "to order". Infusion opened on 9/07/10
serving lunch Monday - Friday from 12 - 2 p.m., and dinner
Monday - Thursday from 5 - 9 p.m. and Sunday from 6 - 9 p.m.
Please come in to experience Infusion and see the
other improvements brought to the Bistro over
this past summer.

Be on the look out for a color version of the TAG( to the right). Snap the code with
your smart phone and be the first to know about upcoming events,
specials and coupons!

You will need to first download the free app at
http://gettag.mo bi."

This TAG is an example only (does not
work in black and white). Please look for
the TAG in all our Dining Halls.

Help us welcome Seanna Leith, a Registered Dietitian, to the Chartwells Team at
Trinity College. Seanna recently graduated from Saint Josephs College with a BS
in Nutrition & Dietetics. She will have office hours on campus and be available to
meet with students one on one to discuss proper nutrition, food allergy's, etc. She
will also work with the Chartwells culinary team to bring healthier menu options
to the campus dining program. If you would like to set up an
appointment with Seanna, she can be reached at sleith@TIIOCC.org
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Volleyball Finishes Third in Tourney
Team member Jen Low '12 was
SPO RTS EDITO R
a key contributor in the open·
ing matches, finishing the day
The Trinity College volley· with 77 total assists. A 2-0
ball team opened their 2010 record in the opening round of
season with a third place fin- the tournament helped Trinity
ish
in
the
Brandeis advance to the Gold Bracket
Invitational Tournament. The for two more matches on
team is off to a strong start to Saturday, Sept. 11.
this season with a 3-1 overall
The Bantams took the court
Saturday against the tournarecord.
The Bantams played two ment hosts, the Brandeis
matches on Friday, Sept. 10. University Judges. The Judges
In their season opener, Trinity took the match in three games,
defeated
the
Dominican but the Bantams rallied to win
University Stars in five their last match of the tourna·
games, 3-2, winning the fifth ment, a 3-1 decision over the
and final set 15-13. Leading University of Massachusetts the Bantams in the first game Boston Beacons. The Beacons
was outside hitter, Danielle took the first game, 25-20, but
Isaman '13, who recorded 18 the Bantams rallied to win the
next three games and secure
kills in the close contest.
Later that evening, the · the win.
Trinity finished the weekBantams recorded a 3-0 win
over the Babson College end with a 3-1 recprd, placing
Beavers.
All-Tournament third in the nine-team tourna -

THE TRJPOD

ANN WALLER CURTIS '12

CO URTESY OF hrrp://arhletics. rrincoll.edu
1

CONc;~TULATES ...

tHE

2010 NESCAC ALLACA..DEMIC tEA..M
Men's Rowing

CO URTESY O F http://athletics. trincoll.edu

Tri-captain Sarah Blagden '12 at the net.

ment. The young Bantams
benefited from the steady leadership and play of tri-captains
Kristen Anderson '11, Sarah
Blagden '12 and Penelope
Carpenter '12 throughout the
weekend. Anderson tallied 10
kills and 1 7 digs in the win
over the Beacons, and eight
more in the loss to Brandeis,
while Blagden contributed 39
digs over the two matches on
Saturday.
In upcoming action, the
Bantams will host Eastern
Connecticut State University
in a match on Wednesday,
Sept. 15. The team will open
New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC) play the weekend
of September 17-18 in matches
against Hamilton College and
Williams College, both of
which will be played at
Connecticut College.

l he team ope.net\ their sea.son with a th.ird place finish in the Brandeis lnvitational.

NESCAC POWER RANKINGS
POWER RANKINGS ARE COMPILED WEEKLY BY SPORTS EDITORS
FROM NESCAC SCHOOLS. THEY ARE BASED ON 2009, PRESEASON, AND WEEK ONE RESULTS.

Football

Volleyball

Men's Soccer

1. Amherst

1. Conn. College
2. Tufts
3. Williams
4. Middlebury
5.Amherst
6. Colby
Trinity (tie)
8. Bowdoin
9. Bates
10. Wesleyan

1. Williams
2. Middlebury
3. Amherst
4. Colby
Conn. College
Bowdoin (tie)
7. Wesleyan
8. Trinity
9. Bates
10.Tufts

2. Williams
3. Trinity
4. Middlebury
5. Bowdoin
6. Colby
7. Wesleyan
8. Tufts
9. Hamilton
10. Bates

SPRJN~

Katherine Apfelbaum
Hal Ebbott
Ryan Flynn

Felipe Luisi
Joseph Malarney
Hugh M€Keegan
Elyssa Michael
Colin Touhey
Women:s Rowing

Jamie Callahan
Brianna DiX
Sarah Keller
Hannah Smith
Tracey Suter
Women's Lacrosse
Jenn Calver
Kayla Lawson
Kristin Phelps
Sarah Remes
Alisen Urquhart
Carrie Wolcott
Men's Lacrosse
Max Alderman
Brendan Newland
Trevor Stern
Andrew Williamson
Men's Track and Field
Alex Baillargeon
Blake Fisher
Caleb Homiski
Brendan Powers
Patrick Rielly
Benjamin Wheatley
Women's Trade and Field
Laura Komarek
Softball
Patricia Cipicchio
Nicole Nardella
Melanie Orphanos
Katherine Stoltenberg

, Men's Tem:ds
Field Hockey

Women's Soccer

1. Tufts
2. Trinity
3. Bowdoin
4. Wesleyan
5. Amherst
6. Middlebury
7. Conn. College
8. Williams
9. Colby
10. Bates

1. Williams
2.Amherst
3. Tufts
4. Wesleyan
5. Middlebury
Bates (tie)
7. Trinity
8. Bowdoin
9. Colby
10. Conn. College
)

I
I

Total
1. Williams
2.Amherst
3. Middlebury
4. Tufts
5. Trinity
6. Bowdoin
7. Conn. College
8. Wesleyan
9. Colby
10. Hamilton
11. Bates

DaVid Dessau
Ian Malakoff
David Patri&

Women's Tennis
Arielle Leben

Kristina Pappas
Baseball
Andrew Janiga

-

-
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Inside Sports:
The volleyball team goes
3-1 in their first weekend of play,
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AD Renwick Reflects on First Months' Impressions at Trinity
EMILY GITTLEMAN '11
SPO RTS EDITOR

"It was a strike," said
Trinity
College
Athletic
Director Michael Renwick,
referring to the final pitch of
the
National
Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division III Baseball World
Series that ended the game in
the Bantams favor and earned
them Trinity's first NCAA
Championship victory, at the
expense of the Johns Hopkins
Blue Jays. "But when I'm with
[some] people, I say it was a
ball."
As a transplant from the
Johns Hopkins University
Athletic Department, Renwick
has had to make a number of
changes like these, some minor
and others more significant, in
his first few months as
Trinity's new Athletic Director.
One of the biggest changes has
been the move from Baltimore
to Hartford, without his family, who are remaining in
Baltimore for the time being.
But Renwick is staying positive , and is excited to be challenged with new responsibilities and tests. His initial
impressions of the school,
which he stresses were very
positive when he started the
interview process last year,
have only improved.
Prior to his employment at
Johns Hopkins, Renwick held
a variety of jobs at Rhodes
College in Memphis, Tenn. and
Ferrum College in Virginia . At

Hopkins , Renwick was initially involved at the intermural
and club level of their athletic
program. His next role for the
Blue Jays was as an assistant
athletic director, overseeing all
of the home games, as well as
the
championships
that
Hopkins hosted. From 20062010, Renwick served as the
senior associate director of
athletics for internal operations and compliance at Johns
Hopkins, overseeing the dayto-day operations of the athletic program.
Since he started on July 1,
Renwick has focused primarily
on getting to know the people
he will be working for and
with, and understanding how
the athletic department runs.
Throughout this first year, he
hopes to shift his attention
towards internal changes. This
includes outlining how the
department does business, getting used to the wants and
needs of the community, and
assembling a policies and procedures manual for the department- all done in order to create more consistency within
the department.
In the near future, students
may notice a few changes within the Ferris Athletic Center.
Renwick mentioned possible
minor changes to the front
hall, with the intention of
making it look more inviting.
He hopes to add pictures of
Bantam athletes to the walls
of Ferris, as well. In his second
or third year, Renwick hopes to

shift his focus towards larger,
external changes.
Renwick emphasized that
his goal is to improve the student athlete experience here at
Trinity, but he would also like
to make Ferris more available
to non-athletes. As he says,
Ferris serves the entire Trinity
community, not just the athletes. "We want to create programs that serve the entire
school community ... studies
are paramount, and should be
[...] nothing relieves stress like
shooting some baskets or playing an intramural sport."
In addition to utilizing the
facilities and programs offered
by the department, Renwick
wants students, both athletes
and non-athletes, to be vocal
about new ideas. He encourages students to speak up
about how Ferris can be
improved and notes that a
"Ask the AD" button will be
added to the Trinity College
website.
Other aspects of the job
that he is excited about?
Renwick cites Mather food,
saying it's "great, good variety
[. . .] overall, I'm thrilled with
the food on campus." He looks
forward to hearing the new
fight song and hopes to use
both the song and the mascot
to inspire more school spirit on
campus. Most of all, he is excited about "working with students who are extremely motivated and extremely gifted."
Among those motivated
students is the Trinity College

baseball team, who finished
their 2008 season with a 45-1
season record. Renwick was
first introduced to the Trinity
community when the Bantams
and the Johns Hopkins Blue
Jays shared a hotel during the
2008 NCAA Division III World
Series in Grand Chute,
Wisconsin. Renwick remembers
being
incredibly
impressed by Bantam players.
Despite Hopkins' bitter
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Michael Renwick is Trinity's fourth athletic director in the past 75 yea rs.

Trinity Cross Country
Teams Host Invitational
KAYLA CHADWICK '12
SPORTS CO TIUBUTO R

This Day in Sports
September 14, 2010
1868: Tom Morris hits golf 's first recorded hole-in-one
1923: Red Sox's first baseman George Burns pulls off an unassisted
triple play
1954: Willie Mays gets his 82nd extra-base hit, breaking the record
previously held by Mel Ott.
1971: The Cleveland Indians and Washington Senators play 20
innings
1980: Dwight Clark begins NFL streak of l 05 consecutive game
receptions

loss, the players and coaches
"have great fondness and
remembrance of the Trinity
team." That first impression
led him to Trinity, and in his
third month on the job, he
thinks more highly of the
community than he did originally. "I am very fortunate to
be here and truly excited to
become a part of the community," he said enthusiastically.

The Trinity College men's
and women's cross country
teams opened their season this
weekend with the Trinity
Invitational Meet held at
Wickham Park.
The Lady
Bantams came in second, with
64 points, 42 shy of powerhouse
winner
Stone hill
College.
Co-captain Katlin
Mock '12 placed fifth overall
with a time of 16:43, and Firstyear Chelsea Gordon claimed
ninth place with a time of
11:01.
On the men's side of things,
Trinity came in third with 68
points, just five behind seondplace Hartford, but 40 behind

first-place Stonehill. Co-captain Brendan Powers '11
achieved fourth overall with a
time of 16:12, and Dan Scully
'12, managed a seventh place
finish with a time of 16:26.
While the men's team has a
strong core of returning letterwinners, the women's team is
comprised of 50 percent firstyears and not one returning
senior , yet they expect big
things from their young runners. If this weekend's results
are any indication, we can
expect some impressive performances from the Trinity
cross country teams.
The
Bantams will face their next
test at the Mass.-Dartmouth
Invitational this weekend, on
Saturday, Sept. 18th.

1986: Bo Jackson hits his first homerun, simultaneously setting the
record for the longest homerun at Royals Stadium
1989: Calgary Flames become the first NHL team to play in the
USSR, recording a 4-2 victory
1990: Ken Griffey Sr. and Jr. hit back-to-back home runs in the first
inning
1994: Baseball owners vote unanimously to cancel the rest of the
1994 season

The women's team finini shed second and the men third in thei r first meet.

